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One Indictment and Two No Fall Will Serve in Senate English Workmen Unwilling Indications That Japanese Struggle For Important City Municipal Elections in New
2,000 Are Made Homeless
Bills Returned in Federal
to Walk Out Are Voting
Are Again Busy at
Only Until March 4 of
of Parral Begun This
Mexico, Colorado, Misby Rushing Stream FlowCourt
Next Year
Wisconsin.
Against Resumption
Magdalena Bay
Morning
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ing Over Town
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Barton Is Appointed a Mem- No Time Will Be Lost In Lining Welsh and Scotch Miners Ballot Secretary of Interior Fisher Texas Border Town of Del Rio Prohibition, Red Lignts, Socia- Three Miles of
Burlington Track
ber of Civil Service ExamUp Legislature by CanAsks Protection of War
Heavily For Return to
Going to Honolulu to
lism, Are Some of th e
Washed Out at Sheridan,
didates For TogaCoal Pits
ining Board.
Issues.
Investigate.
Department
Wyoming.

Miss

-

The Weather Bureau is compelled
its quarters in the
relinquish
Federal building and may move to the
third story of the State Bank Building
State Board of Pharmacy.
A meeting of the State Board
of
Pharmacy will be held at Santa "e,
May 13, 14, 15 and 16. Violations of
the pharmacy or poison laws should
be reported to the secretary for investigation at said meetings. Candidates for examination
must report
promptly on above dates at Fischer's
drug store.
Appointment to Civil Service
Board.
Miss Esther M. Barton, an employe
o: the internal revenue collector's office, has been appointed a member of
the examining board for the United
The appointStates Civil Service.
ment was made by Charles Snyder,
secretary of the TweKta Civil Service
District with headquarters in San
Francisco.
Miss Barton will have
charge of the stenographer's examinto

ations.

Boys Sent to Reformatory.
themBecause they have proved
selves incorrigibles, Felicito Schubert,
12 years old, and Juan
Chavez, a
tyear or two older, have been commit-- .
ted by Judge Herbert Raynolds at Albuquerque to serve sentences in the
state reform school in Springer. Schubert was committed for a year, Chavez for six months.
Deputy Sheriff
Burtless took the lads to Springer.
Poth lads have given much trouble to
their relatives and to city and county
prate officers.
Maxwell Townsite Company.
The Maxwell Townsite Company, a
of
general real estate corporation
Maxwell, Colfax county, this morning
filed papers of incorporation with the
The
state corporation commission.
new concern is capitalized at $100,000,
divided into 10,000 shares worth 10
a share at par. The company will beThe names
gin business with $2,000.
of the incorporators with the amount
of stock subscribed by each and their
A. S.
post office addresses follows:
Kali, Colorado Springs, CS shares; W.
06
C.
Sturgis, Colorado Springs,
shares; James J. Cowan, Maxwell
(Statutory agent), 66 shares.
Western Farms Company.
The Western Farms Company, a
real estate and development company,
of Watrous, Mora county, this morning filed articles of Incorporation with
the state corporation commission. The
company is capitalized at $100,000 divided into 1,000 shares worth $100 each
at par. The names of the incorporators their post office addresses and
the amount of stock subscribed
by
each are as follows: Henry J. Ches-ic(Statutory agent), Watrous, 941
shares; E. A. Arthur, South Milwaukee, IS shares; A. A. Strictesky, South
Milwaukee, 10 shares; Guy Chesick,
South Milwaukee, 21 shares; Joseph
Kreis, Chicago, 10 shares.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning in the office of
O. N. Marron, state treasurer:
J. B.
McManus, superintendent of the state
k

penitentiary,

convicts'

earnings,

Charles D. Miller, state engifund,
neer,
survey
hydrographic
1305.05; Frank W. Clancy,
attorney
general, salary fund, $131.75; Jacobo
Chavez, superintendent of insurance,
W. B.
insurance funds, $2,574.59;
Stapp, former clerk of the fourth judicial district, salary fund, $173.05; W.
H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy county, good roads fund, $1,200; Thomas
V Gable, game and fish warden, game
protection fund, $10.50; Antonio
secretary of state, miscellaneous fund, $19.75; state corporation
commission, insurance fund, $6,313;
state corporation, state purposes fund,
$2,857.15; Eugenio Romero, treasurer
of San Miguel county, taxes, $715.69;
Robert P. Ervien, land commissioner,
$60.42;

Lu-cer-

$12,766.24.

(By Special Leases Wire to New Mexican)
Special to the New Mexican.
London,
April 2. The
English
miners who in the first instance were A
Washington, D. C, April 2.
Senators Albert B. Fall and
less willing to strike for the principle N
Thomas B. Catron
of a minimum wage than their Welsh 'X
took the
oath of office
and Scottish comrades, and now, asjX
before
Sherman at 2 o'clock
far as the figures of the ballot tail, A
this afternoon in the Senate
still less willing to return to work. A
chamber.
The Welshmen who were the buck-Senator Warren of
bnne of the original strike are voting
Wyoming presented the credentials of Mr. Catron, and Senastrongly in favor of returning to the X
tor Smith of Michigan, those of
X
pits.
Mr. Fall. The galleries were
This change of opinion has upset
so packed with people that
all calculations and although the pub-,there was not even standing
lie and the leaders of the miners
room. Among the throng were
still are hopeful that the final result
of the voting will be in favor of call- high officials of the government
and prominent people of the
ing off the strike, the majority either
capital and country. Most of
way promises to be a narrow one.
the Representatives left the
Returns thus far are of about 200,7
House to witness the cere000 votes. The exact proportion for
monies in the Senate chamber.
and against is not known. In some
The appearance of the Xew
cases it is declared that the majority
Mexico Senators was a signal
in favor of resumption is nearly ten
for applause.
thousand while in ot hers a majority V
When the drawing was anof 2,500 against returning to the pits
nounced, Mr. Catron was the
is given. The official count will be
first to draw a slip from the old
made tomorrow by the executive com-ballot box, and he did it with
mittee of the miners' federation andj
that
familiar smile
that
the result, will be announced
onjX
broadened almost into a grin of
Thursday.
satisfaction when the old war
horse noted that, he had drawn N OWNER OF FOURTH ESTATE
V
the prize long term. When Mr.
BUYS EDITOR AND PUBLISHES,
Fall's turn came he drew two N
slips much to the amusement
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X
of the visitors and
officials.
Xew York, April 2. Announcement
from the comment
Judging
was made today of the purchase of an
heard here. Democratic Solons
nml Publisher" A
internet in "Th.
realize that two men have como
a newspaper publication, by James
out of Xew Mexico who will
of V
Brown, general manager
stand pat on svery party ques- V Wright
the Fourth Estate, and formerly treastion The Republican members
urer and a director of the Louisville
expressed their satisfaction in
Herald. Jacob B. Schale, founder and A
the most hearty manner and
former president, it was announced,
declared that if the new state V
retains an interest in the publication
has much more of the same V but will
retire from the management x
soon
will
it
attract
material,
which will be taken over by Mr.
the eyes of the world.
V Brown, who has been elected.

2 p. m.

Smith
and
Ashurst of Arizona, and Fall
and Catron of New Mexico, S
took oath of office.
Cotton buyers opposed before
agricultural committee bill to
regulate selling of cotton fu- Senators-elec-

t

tures.

General
insular
Edwards,
bureau chief, told finance com- mittee free sugar would bank- rupt Porto Rican growers.
Majority report on Cummins
bill to give independent tobac- co companies right to appeal
to the Supreme Court of the
United States from the federal
decrees, approving the origin
of the American Tobacco Com- pany, contends that Congress
has no right to intervene
from the decree.
Wool tariff bill passed by
the House yesterday referred to
Senate finance committee.
Army appropriation bill car- rying $95,314,711 reported.
Adopted Lodge resolution re- questing President to furnish
re- all information regarding
at
ported Japanese activity
Magdalena Bay, Lower Califor- nia.
the
Senator Root presented
Xew York Produce Exchange
Committee's resolution urging
retaliatory action against the
British West Indies on account
of their prospective reduction
of duty on Canadian flour.
House.
Met at noon.
President Taft. in a message
appropria- urged immediate
tiou of $500,000 to strengthen
levees on Mississippi and Mis- souri rivers to prevent further
flood damage.
Interstate commeiy," commis- A jsion favorably reported a bill
to amend interstate commerce
laws and provide rate zones
A for express companies.
A House Steel Trust investigat- ing committee decided not to
hold open its hearings to re- the testimony of .1. Pier- ceive
and
Degeneracy
Superstition
Morgan.
pont
Combine in Voodoo
Representative Mott intro- duced a bill to prohibit pre- Defendant
mium certificates with tobacco
V products.
Rivers and harbors commit- GRIMES
CONFESSES
tee, decided to report favor- ably Representative Randejl's
V bill appropriating $350,000 for
Bloody Orgies in Cabins
strengthening the levees in the
Which Whole Families
Mississippi, Missouri and Ohio
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Catron and Fall Take Oath.
Washington, D. C. April 2 The
Senate today became n Jjody of 90
members, Xew Mexico and Arizona
contributing the four additional Senators. Thomas B. Catron and Albeit
B. Fall of Xew Mexico. Republicans,
and M. M. Smith, and H. F. Ashurst,
of Arizona, Democrats, were the new
members to take the oath on the dias
in front of the
chair.
Two ballot, boxes have been drafted
into use for the lottery determination
of the lengths of their senatorial
terms, following their induction into
office.
Each ballot box contains a
blank and a numbered slip, the Ari
zona senators drawing in alphabetical
order from one box and the New
Mexicans from the other. The senator drawing number one in each case
will serve until March 3, 1917. In a
separate ballot box will be placed
papers Xo. 2 and No. 3 which the re
maining two senators draw, Xo. 2 to
serve until March 3, 1915, and No. 3
until March 3, 1913.
Lottery prize Xo. 3, while for a
term for less than one year, might
prove the luckiest after all. Senator-elec- t
Catron so regards it. This term
would expire during the same session
of the legislature that elected at this
time, thus possibly insuring the re
turn of the same man for the full
term of six years.
New Mexico Senators Take Oath.
Washington, D. C, April 2. The
four new senators from Arizona and
Xew Mexico, were sworn into office
at 2:10 p. m. today. The credentials
of Senators Catron and Fall of Xew
Mexico, were presented respectively
by Senators Warren of Wyoming, and
Smith of Michigan, and Smith and
Ashurst
of Arizona,
by Senators
Shively of Indiana, and Culberson of
Texas.
Senators Catron and Ashurst were chosen to serve until 1917;
Fall until 1913, and Smith 1915.
Catron at White House.
Special to the Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 2. Senator Thomas B. Catron was today given
a cordial reception at the White
House by President Taft wh.o expressed pleasure that New Mexico had
elected two Senators who would support the principles of the Republican
party and the Taft policies. Senators
r
Catron and Ashurst drew the
term, Senator Smith the three
year term and Fall the one year term.
Wharton Appointed Postmaster.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C. April 2.
President Taft today sent to the
Senate the name of Sidney M. Wharton, a newspaperman, to be postmaster at Tucumcari, Quay county, to succeed E. a. Carter, resigned.
Public Building for Santa Fe.
Representative Fergusson introduced a bill in the House today for the
erection of a public building at Santa
Fe, at a cost of $250,000.
.

five-yea-

k

In session

V

j

s

Many Saloons to Be Closed.
The report has reached Taos that
the United States government 'will
soon close the saloons of Taos and
The ground on which the
Penasco.
town of Taos now stands, at one
time was a part of the grant owned
by the Taos Indians but many years
ago this land was sold to the whites.
But the rumor goes that as this was
once Indian land and the town is
within the three miles limit of the
.present boundaries of the Indian grant
that the government contends that it
has the right to stop the sale of liquor.
At Penasco, the town is partly on the
San Juan and Santa Clara Indian reservations and if this is so there is but
little doubt but what the government
according to law has the power to clos
saloons at that point. A few weeks DELAWARE STATE CONVENTION
CALLED FOR APRIL 30.
ago the government closed the sa
loons at Embudo on the same ground
Dover, Del., April 2. The Demoand forbid the Denver & Rio Grande cratic state committee today issued
railroad to ship intoxicants across the a call for a state convention here on
April 30 to select six delegates to
the Baltimore convention.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Were Slain.

Lafayette, La., April 2 Clementine
Barnabet, a "half blood" negress, toitl
a story here today that the police authorities say they accept as clearing
the mystery veiling the killing of
twenty negroes in southwestern Louisiana and which it is said gave clues
that will fix the guilt for fifteen other
night assassinations of blacks in
Louisiana and Texas.
From Clementine's story, it appears
she led a mysterious negro cult, the
the
members of which
performed
rites of "human sacrifice." The negress declared she killed seventeen
of the victims with her own hands.
Murdered

Thirty-Fiv-

Lafayette, La., April 2. The police
declare Clementine told her story of
wholesale slaughter with no apparent
apprehension that the taking of hu-

N

committee
Agriculture
gan hearing on the Beall
ton bill.

be- cot- -

CLEARS OP

Stranger Gave Assassin $1,500

N

For Killing Indianapolis
Physician.

N

TRIP

News of Capture of Hillsville
Outlaws Is Expected
Without reservation, she told har
assassinations
part in the thirty-fivAny Moment
e

(Continued

on Page Four.)
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man life was a crime.

but declined to reveal the names of
numerous members of the cult that
helped her.
The murders have been committed
in the last year. As one series of killings was added to another, in different towns of southwestern Louisiana
and southeastern Texas, the authorities concluded one mind directed all.
Today, the negress confessed she was
the directing head of the cult that is
known as the "Church of the
fice" which has for its feature creed
the belief that by life sacrifice alone
may a person gain immortality.
Had a Voodoo.
Before engaging in any of these
armed herself
Clementine
crimes,
with a. "Voodoo" which she got from
a preacher, and which she and .other
members of her band were assured
would protect them from the law.
While the exact reason tor the ni
is not explained to the satisfaction of the authorities, it is believed,
Clementine and her companions wen
degenerates and that their weakened
brains evidently were affected by the
exhortations they had heard in the
"Church of the Sacrifice." The grand
jury, it is said, will indict the woman
immediately.
assassina- Most of the thirty-fiv- e

GREAT

N

on page eight.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

for the Democratic-CitizenXj The most serious flood condition
ticket and the Repubwas reported from Hickman, Ky..
lican watchers are each claim- V where the waters of the
Mississippi
ing this afternoon a large ma- X rived broke through the levees,
place!
jority of the votes cast today
;a portion of the town under eight
in the city election.
Disinterfeet of water and made homeless two
ested persons declare that the V thousand ersons.
vote will be a close one. The V Xo accurate
estimate of the damase
normal number of voters went V f mm floods in
various parts of th
to the polls and a large amount
,
the last week is
country
during
of scratching was noticeable.
but it is known that it will ;ig-At 2:4.j o'clock, almost sou
hundreds of thousands
gregate
votes had been cast in the four Vol' dollars.many
So enormous, indeed, has.
wards as follows: Ward Xo. Vbeen the
damage, that President Talr
1
registered 380, voted 205;
'sent a message to Congress urging
Ward Xo. 2, registered, 4H, Vthe immediate
of a hall'
voted, 21.--; Ward Xo.
regisV million dollars appropriation
to be used in strengih- tered, 1011, voted, 20.ri; Ward V filing the levee along the
Mississippi
Xo. 4, registered,
27:!, voted,
Valid Missouri rivers.
158.
Xo loss of life was reported as a
" "if nouns, iim serious con- ;lilio,ls were repotted
from Cairo,
Nearly every one of the thir.v-onand southeastern Missouri.
incorporated municipalities of Xew .Memphis
At Cairo, the river gauge
registered
Mexico held an election today. The
'
'
"'an pn- t
most, bitter, fiirlit is heinir wsnro.i
ris and many citizens there
,
lls,v,.,i
,,..,.,..!,.., ,..,.. vu",s
ha vo atmiujoned their regular eni- tiou enters largely into ihe contest.! ItlnYIllPllt
t
til HlWttfl
.,l,r '"
la Albuquerque, the Ked Light prob Uh
stn.ngIh(,njn
lem is an important issue. At Raton,
sl" p;1(i
("'
.hf
public ownership of public utilities is
"
ssouri
a: issue. In several towns like 1'or- - "
Governor
Had
ley litis been asked
. I3"'1
t,
'
4"f- - m S(,,i ..
nent of National Guati
t;on looms up large. In but few in- to assist rpi, flood
the
snfferrrs there.
stances, are party lines rigidly draAn.
Rains aggravated the situation
at
in
Vote
Kansas City.
Heavy
Memphis, but the levees in that disKansas City, Mo April 2.
trict remained intact.
brought out a heavy early
At Kansas City, the rivers continvote today in the election to choose ued to rise but fair weather
prevails
an entire city ticket, including
a and all immediate danger of a flood
mayor and twenty-tou- r
councilnien. has passed.
.Mayor Dai ins A. Drown, candidate for
Greatest Floods in History.
is opposed by Henry L.
Washington. D. C., April 2. In a
Jest, Democrat. Two thirds of the special forecast, today, the Weather
registered vote in the residence dis- Tiureau experts here predicted the
Hoods in the lower Mississippi valley
tricts had been cast by noon.
would be the greatest in all history.
In Colorado
Denver, Colo., April 2. .Municipal Heavy rains on the Tennessee, Cumelections today in many towns of Col- berland and lower Ohio watersheds
orado are confined chiefly to local is- have caused th Mississippi to lis;?
sues. At Sheridan, a suburb of Den- rapidly. At Cairo, 111., a stage of
ver a woman's ticket headed by .Mrs. 51.5 feet is predicted for Wednesday
a possibility of 5fi feet in four or
Lydia Gallagher for mayor is running and
'
"
01
B
on a platform pledged to
,
wipe out the
...tt in jflcuiLifu in me or si. uas
roadhoilseu unil nmL-.- , 41. n t..,..,
a higher stage if the
Ihe Independent tickets, headed t loveos possiblv
hold
"..mines
ior
mayor, lavors ai
Cairo in a Panic.
continuance oi present conditions. At
,
111
....II
f' .lrn
Mni,o the Republican ticket headed gaug, reJ,i8,;rmj
todav t.'.
illiam l.ennoa, is opposed by a iw hi.ri.ni.
.'
,,.i,...
titizens ticket with D. D. Kscher for ceipt here of a prediction from Wash- mayor.
inirton that the rivers here will within
Local Option in Colorado.
several days reach a height of 5fi lee:.
w, ....i,.., jiui
in esieru uirew ine citizens ot Cairo Into a
slope towns the principal issue is lo- - panic and started an exodus.
cal option. At Aitman, the highest
All the levees are still holding but
incorporated city in the world, Sam hey cannot be made high enough to
Thompson is candidate for mayor, keep back the predicted rise.
there being no party ticket.
Checked Temporarily.
St. l.ouis. Mo., April 2. The rise in
Chicago, III., April 2. At the in
election being held today, voters the .Mississippi river here apparently
The
will select thirty-sialdermen
and has been checked temporarily.
pass on pond issues aggregating $10, - lauge today registered 211.8 teet, Ih.)
000,00(1 for the. construction
of an jsanie ag yesterday.
No Break as Yet.
outer harbor litiunr h,.r.v,o0
n,i
2. While
Memphis. Tenn., April
other improvements. There is a spir-- !
neen aggra- ",K,U """a""" nas
ited contest between ,1,. " i ew . i
ated by rains of yesterday and last
:
nr v.
jl ..lajui jiiiirison anu irienus ot .sn- - night, there had been
no break in the
tional
Democratic
Committeeman
Mississippi river and today in this
...
n
Clli
uuiii.au in uenriy every district
..ufti
Wa.r,d;
i
Railroads Help Citizens.
The
Milwaukee, Wis.,
April
Cairo, 111., April
and
for
in
votes
greatest struggle
years citizens
today in attempt-bega- n
in Milwaukee this morning at o
ing to keep tne ohio an(I Mississippi
o clock when the polls opened for the rivers
out of Cairo,
election of a municipal ticket, board
The predicted rise to 44 feet
f
aldermen and delegates to the
by the Weather Bureau will
publican and Democratic national con- - add greatly to the damage already
ventions.
are endeavor- - done in the city. The gauge today
ing to displace the Socialist city ad- - registered 41.9.
2. Reports
ministration and followers of Taft and
Billings, Mont., April
LaFollette, and Wilson and Clark, are from Basin, Wyoming, today state
gorge below that town
fighting for representation at the Na- - thi,t an
11118
caused the Big Horn river to
tional conventions. '
"This means the victory Lo
our overflow, inundating a large track of
ticket by 3,000 majority," said 'he farm land- Th ""'nicipal light plant
manager of the Republican campaign aml Wi,,"r works have bpen n,lt out ot
"We will win by 4,000 majority" "m,llii'sion and the town is threat-sai- d
0,16(1 with a snort!1e of water for d"- the Democratic manager
mestic purposes. Reports from the tin- 2.
unusAn
.Milwa.ikee, Wis.,. April
Horn valley indicate that ice
-. ly heavy vote in
Milwaukee and a, per Big
Horn
most sections of the state caused local
and ,t ,g feared nmtn uamae wlll
newspapers
today to declare that follow
Mayor Seidel and Socialists were Los- Rcports from Sheridan, Wyoming,
ing the Milwaukee municipal election. state three miles ot tne uurlingto-- i
and that La Kollette and Woodro.v tra(.k has Deen washed out by floods
Wilson were leading in the state pres- - jn the Cheyenne river. Six hundred
identkil primary.
Twenty-twthous men have been rushed to the scene
and voters out of a total registration from Sheridan and Alliance,
of 82,000 had been cast in MilwauUe3
Milk River Rising,
before S:3o a. ra.
Great Falls, Mont., April 2. It is
Chicago, 111., April 2 There was reported from
Montana,
Glasgow.
little disorder at polling places. One 'hat the Milk river there has risen to
feet and is
aian was arrested '.n a West Side pre-- i a depth of twenty-fou- r
The Missouri river has
cinct charged with having voted under s,i" rising.
Ihe name of a man who died several shown no further rise in the last
hours.
months ago. The city electioi com- twenty-fou- r
2,000 Homeless.
mission was appealed to in several
Hickman, Ky., April 2. Dawn today
places to compel the judges and
clerks of election to permit challen- revealed something of the damage
gers of factions to remain at the pol's. done here last night when the flood
waters of the .Mississippi river broke
through the west Hickman levee and
ARIZONA MAN OFF
a current eight feet deep
FOR OLYMPIC GAMES. poured
the town. From hill to hill
T Special Leased Wire to New Mexican' through
the river flows this morning, coverGlobe, Ariz., April 2 A G. Palen,
and
ing farms and flooding stores
assistant superintendent of a smelter factories.
here, left Globe today for Stockholm,
Two thousand persons are home- Sweden, to join the Swedish pistol
team at the Olympic games.
(Continued on Page Four.)
:

Taft Asks Levee Appropriation.
Washington, D. C, April 2. President Taft today took nuick 'action to
bend the energies of the government
toward stopping the threatened floods
in the Missouri and Mississippi river
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Workers
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Renegade Sailor Said to
Have Confessed Crime
to Portsmouth Police

K

Continuec1
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N
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(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)

o

E MURDERER

35 KILLED

BUEGROES

(By Special Leased Wire tj Xew Mexican)
Jimenez, Mex.. April 2. A battle
for possession of the important cif..'
of Farral began this morning. General CamiKi posted his men in the hills
near the city, and an artillery duel began. The city is defended by Generals
Soto and Villa with a federal fo.'ce estimated at 40u men. Campa's column
is fully twice as strong. General
takes the capture of the ci'y for
granted, and sent a repair crew ;ift?r
the troops today to build a temporary
track around a destroyed culvert.
General Luis Fernandez
with SOU
nu n was sent South today to Ksc.lon
in the vicinity of which place it has
been rumored that a federal force
from Torreon has been seen.
Texas Citizens Frightened.
Washington, L. C, April 2. President. Taft today promised Representative Garner of Texas to take up Aith
the War Department the ipiestion of
protection for citizens of Del Rio,
Texas, on the Mexican border. Garner presented letters and telegrams
from officials of the town showi.g
their alarm over conditions South of
Del Rio and asking aid.
American Cattlemen Robbed.
'Del Rio, Texas, April 2. The Mexi- e;:n federal scouts from Las Vegas, op- posite Del Rio, repulsed a band of revolutionists in a skirmish Sunday night
but lost several men killed
and
all their horses. The rebels left seven dead on the fields. The federals
then came to Las Vegas and summoned medical aid from Del Rio.
The revolutionists several days ago
robbed American cattlemen on til?
Mexican side and threatened death to
those who undertook to protect their
interests. Alter the battle, Sunday,
they threatened to attack Las Vegas.

HOUNDS

Every Available Man Has Gone
to Join in the Virginia Man
Hunt Today.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hillsville, Va., April 2 A second
attempt to run down Sidna Allen and
Wesley Edwards with blood hounds
began today when the dogs were carried to a new trail in the Fancy Gap
section of the Blue Ridge, near Floyd
information
Allen's home. Positive
that the men who are believed to have
played the leading parts in the Carrol court house shooting were seen in
had been
that section yesterday,
brought to the detectives by Sclpio
Gray and Alexander McGraw, resi
Every
dents of the neighborhood.
available man has been summoned to
join the outlaw hunters at Volunteer
Gap, thirteen miles from here, where
Sidna Allen and Wesley Edwards are
Serbelieved to have been located.
geant White and Corporal Hartlgan
of the Virginia militia have gone to
join the posse. It is believed the
fugitives have been cornered and
news of their capture is expected any
moment.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Portsmouth, N. H., April 2.A photograph of Seth Nichols, the sailor
who, according to the police, has confessed that he murdered Dr. Helen
Knabe in Indianapolis, last October,
for $1,500, and a copy of the alleged
confession, were mailed to the authorities of that city early today.
will be held here until the Indianapolis authorities have time to
act.
Nichols, who is said to be a deserter
from the United States cruiser Dixie,
came here last week, and was arrested on Saturday, charged with carrying a loaded revolver. The police say
that yesterday he confessed to the
murder of Dr. Knabe, telling them he
would go insane if he did not get ii
off his mind.
Nichols has a sister living in InWhile in New York, acdianapolis.
cording to the story he told the police,
he met a stranger who offered him
$1,500 if he would commit the murder.
He accepted the offer and went to
Indianapolis, where he was joined by
the man. On the night o October 23
they went to Dr. Knabe's apartment.
There, Nichols said, the unknown
man, handed him a knife, with which
he cut Dr. Knabe's throat while she
was asleep.
They fled from Indianapolis the next day.
Confession a Fabrication.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 2. Mrs.
William Knight, an aunt of Nichols,
said the sailor is insane, and that the
name suggested the one he applied '.o
the alleged instigator of the erinv.
His "confession"' is a complete fabrication, she said.
ARIZONA MAN OUT AFTER
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnn)
Chicago, 111., April 1. Chairman
Charles H. Jones, of the Prohibition
National Committee, has called i conference of party leaders to meet at Atlantic City, May 13, to complete arrangements for the partv convention
which will be held in Atlantic C'.ty in
July. The names of two proliibi'.ion
party candidates for president will go
on the presidential prefe-enc.- !
ballot
in Illinois to be voted for at. the primaries on April 9. The are Chailes
Scanlon of Pittsburg, and Eugene W.
Chafin cf Tucson, Ariz.
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STOMACH DISTRESS
pitals, New York. After months of
AND DYSPEPSIA GO. experimental work they produced
a
serum which they ceclare will preHeartburn, Gas and Indigestion Go vent or almost immediately stop
Five Minutes After Taking
Pape's Diapepsin.
As there is often some one in your
Two Deaths at Las Vegas.
family who suffers an attack of IndiClaude Hadiick died at the Las Vegestion, why don't you keep some
gas hospital after a long illness. Mr.
Diapepsin in the house handy?
Hadrick came to Las Vegas 13 months
This harmless blessing will digest
from Kansas. He was 42 years of
ago
anything you can eat without the
Frank Schmidt died at L,as Ve-- !
slightest discomfort, ant overcome a age. his death
coming suddenly, while
sour, gassy Stomach five minutes gas,
from home. Mr.
j his wife was away
after.
j Schmidt was 33 33 years of age, and
to
read
Tell your pharmacist
let you
the formula, plainly printed on these was a native of New Jersey, having
cases of Pape's Diapepsin, come to Iis Vegas four years ago
then you will readily see why it makes from Weehawken.
HeartSour Stomach,
Indigestion,
burn and other distress go in five WOMEN CARRIED DAY
minutes, and relieves at once such
AT WAGON MOUND.
miseries as Belching of Gas, Eructations of sour, undigested food, Nausea, Defeated Miguel Garcia, Regular ReDizziness,
Headaches,
Constipation,
publican Nominee for the
and other Stomach disorders.
Board of Education.
find
Some folks have tried so long to
Snecial to the New Mexican.
relief from Indigestion and Dyspepsia
Wagon Mound, N. M., April 2. At
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
or an
stomach with the the school election held here yeste--'da- y
TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
cures advertised
common, every-dawomen voted for the first time. A
that they have about made up their number of women workers were out
minds that they have something else bringing other women to the polls.
wrong, or believe theirs is a case of Old timers here watched with inteNervousness, Gastritis, Catarrh of the rest this first effort on the part of the
Stomach or Cancer.
' ladies to take a hand in local governThis, no doubt, is a serious mistake. ment. The fight was between Miguel
Your real trouble is, what you eat does Garcia, regular Republican nominee,
not digest; instead, it ferments and and Edgar W. Howe, Independent.
sours, turns to acid, Gas and Stomach The ladies were all for Howe and i:
in the digestive is due to their efforts that he was
poison, which put-etract and intestines, and besides, elected by a large majority. The
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
poison the breath with nauseous odors. ladies did not appear at the polls unA hearty appetite, with thorough di- til about an hour before they closed.
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
gestion, and without the slightest dis- Before the other side could rally their
comfort or misery of the Stomach, is forces the polls were closed and the
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
waiting for you as soon as you decida election won. Mrs. W. M. Wiegand
to try Pape's Diapepsin.
was the first woman to vote in Wagon Mound.
THE PIPER.
I will take my pipes and go now, for
FLOOD CONDITION" ARE
the bees upon the sill
Phone Black
Phone Black
S X- -I
REPORTED IMPROVING.
is
Are singing of the summer that
coming from the stars;
Central Iowa, Missouri and Kansas Is
I will take my pipes and go now, for
Said to Be Out of Danger of
rill
mountain
the little
High aWter.
Is pleading with the bagpipes in
tender, crooning bars.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Des Moines, la., April 2 Flood conI will go o'er hills and valleys and
ditions in Central Iowa were reported
through fields of ripening rye; to be
greatly improved earl ytoday.
And the linnet, and the throstle,
The Des Moines river had dropped beand the bittern in the sedge,
low the
stage and was still
Will hush their throats and listen as
falling.
the piper passes by,
No Damage at Kansas City.
On the great long road
of silver
Kansas City, Mo., April 2. Both
that ends at the world's edge. the Missouri and Kansas nvers continued to rise here today but the govI will take my pipes and go now, for
ernment weather forecaster said that
the sandflower on the dunes
thev wnnlH hprnmp stationary before
Is
of the sobbing of the
night and soon afterwards would be
HICKOX
Union
Near
333
STREET,
Depot.
great white sea.
to fall. There has been no damAnd is asking for the piper with his gin
PHONE, RED 100.
age
except to flood the basements .of
basketful of tunes,
a few buildings in the west bottoms
To play the merry lilting that sets
with back water from sewers.
all hearts free.

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

the

" Soltaire " Goods.
Always the Leader

ERY

:
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COULD

IT SLEEP

WITH ITCHING
All Over Baby's Body, Head and Face.
Used
Scratching Made Sores.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
Have Had No Further Trouble.
"On July 17. 1909, we left Boston for a
Crip to England and Ireland, taking baby
With us. After being in Ireland a few days
a nasty rash came out all
over his body. We took

him to a doctor who said
it was chicken pox, and
gave us medicine for him.
The trouble started in ihe
form of a rash and was all
over baby's body, head
and face, at different
times. It irritated, and
he would scratch it with
all his might. The consequence was it developed
into sores, and we were

C

j

y

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

I T?V

LrJGU

45

R.

U TTC

llCKIl

45

J. CRICHTON

COAI '
Pinoceaar,

fy

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

I

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
9

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World
MnflPV and ,nconven,enc

by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

NIVP
JafC
lilUliCj

A MOTHER'S CARE.
careful mother will not give her
child a medicine without knowing it
is pure, contains no opiates, and has
the dark hearts' load.
Such
healing and curative qualities.
I will take my pipes and go now, for a medicine is
Foley s Honey and lar
I fear the summer call.
Compound for croup, whooping cough,
And you'll hear my pipes
bronchitis, and all affections of the
I
as pass along the road.
throat, chest, and lungs. Best and
Donn Byrne, in Harpers Magazine.
safest for children and grown persons. Contains no opiates. For sale
by all druggists.

I will take my pipes and go now, and
God go wiih you all,
And keep all sorrows from you and

AROUND THE STATE

J

A

PERSISTANT RUMORS OF
ILLNESS OF GENERAL GRANT

Seized Four Cases of Whiskey.
Is No Record of Sick Leave,
In a raid on a joint at Roswell, There
U S., Canada, Mexico
, However, in Surgeon GenTkrouxhflut
Charles Thompson was arrested and
eral's Office.
four cases of whiskey were seized.
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Washington, D. C, April 2 There
Newspaper Purchase.
no official record in the War Deis
C. W. Battle of Atlanta, Georgia, has
J J
of the reported illness of
partment
one-has
interest in the
purchased
General Frederick D. Grant.
Major
Herald and will take editorial
He is now on ordinary leave of abcharge of the paper.
sence and the surgeon general's office
has not granted or recommended sick
Marriage License.
It is a fact, however, that for
A marriage license was issued at leave.
rumors have been
Las Vegas to Francisquita Esquibel, the last fortnight,
from New
coming
here,
circulating
19
and Juan Martinez, aged 24.
aged
General Grant's headquarters,
York,
Both are residents of Rociada.
that he is suffering from a serious ailSuccessor to
ment of his throat.
Division Moreman Resigns.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
T. H. Ogden has resigned his position as Santa Fe division foreman at MINNESOTA REPUBLICANS
TURN PRIMARIES DOWN.
FIRST-CLAS- S
Las Vegas. Mr. Ogden has been sucNew Mexican)
ceeded by H. L. Turton of Dodge City, (By Special Leased Wire to
2. The pres
St.
April
Minn.,
Paul,
Kansas.
Also First-Clas- s
plan
idential preferrential primary
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
was turned down at a meeting of the
of
Sun
Month.
This
Eclipse
Committee
310 San Fracisco St.
Phcne Main 139
An eclipse of the sun will occur on State Republican Central
On a motion to table a
here
today.
April 17, early in the morning. The resolution for the
SANTA FE, N. M.
plan, the vote
path of totality begins in Venezuela, stood:
Aye 2S. Nay 7. Not voting 2.
crosses the Atlantic and ends in Siberia. Here the eclipse will be only
The New MexiSociety Stationery
AUTOMOBILE, can Printing Company have on hand partial.
CARRIAGE,
FLASHES
EOITOIHM.
and can make up promptly the latest
-remarkable Vitality.
AND
forms in society stationery. The new
Remarkable vitality is being shown
size correspondence
cards, etc. OrMrs. Albertina
Lesperance, alHow Long?
ders taken for engraved and em- by
95 years of age, is reported
bossed work. Several lines to make though
How long, oh merchant and real
to
be
from
the effects of estate
recovering
your selection from.
men, do you expect the news
a painful accident, in which she sufferof this town to stand the loss
papers
The ed the fracture of both limbs and one occasioned by the publishing of pi
Commencement
Programs
arm.
Mrs.
in
resides
the
Lesperance
New Mexican Printing Company have
pers setting forth the advantages of
received the new samples of embossed country, fourteen miles northeast of the community? The advertising
Niir-.- r
Silveiing, SATISFACTION and engraved commencement program Wagon Mound.
does not begin to pay thu
Etch;ng on Glass GUAR ANTEED covers. The line is beautifully gotten
of getting out the papers, and
deto
Returns
and
World.
the
up with the latest patterns
and Brass
the money earned by the Job work, is
Miss Mamie Keefe,
society girl, used to make
Samples will be mailed upon
up this deficit. The
PAUL P. LACASSAUNE, signs.
request to any one interested. Make born and nurtured in a home of wealth town and country should be advertiand luxury, who startled her friends
305 San Francisco Street.
your selections early.
sed even better than it is, but the
by renouncing the world for a cloister
a month ago, has startled them again newspapers can not stand the strain
westbound.
of issuing papers at a loss. Th?
TIME TABLE ALL
by returning to society, Denver
and
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 the world. She says she is back to News contemplates turning a new leaf
LOCAL TRAINS P. m.
Pecos Valley News.
stay, and that she no longer entertains
tne Beien cut-of- f
Passengers
The following ara tie time table and Pecos Valley points should now the least desire to be a nun.
HOW'S THIS?
of the local railroadi:
leave at 3:30 p. ai. Instead of 7:20
offer
We
One Hundred Dollars ReIn
Grant
Taxes.
for
Bought
as heretoiori. Connection leaves AlA. Valdez and Martin Montoya ward for any case of Catarrh that canJuan
"A. T. & 6. P. Ry."
t 7:55 r- - m. Instead of last Monday bought of the
buquerque
county the not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Ieave
2:20 a. m.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Hondo
some
Arroyo
This
grant.
grant
S
8:10 a. m., to connect with No.
the undersigned, have known F.
time
was
We,
offered
for
sale
the
ago
by
Westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
D. & R. O. liy.
county for taxes but no buyers ap J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and be12.10
at
Fe
Santa
arrive
Returning,
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort.
peared and the county bid it in. The lieve him perfectly honorable in all
p. m.
Arrive 4:20 p. in. from north.
j above
gentlemen believing it was a business transactions and financially
Leave Santa Fe at 8:30 p. m. to
came to town and able to carry out any obligations made
investment
good
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
New extco Central Ry.
purchased the property. Taos Valley by his firm.
2 eastbound.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. News.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in. 2 east and 1 sauth and weBt
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Serum That Stops Hemorrhages.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 from No. 3 east
A remarkable medical discovery nally,
acting directly upon the blood
eaetbouni.
that is expected to rapidly cut down and mucous surfaces of the system.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
All legal blanks prepared according
the high mortality
from pulmonary Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
8:35 p. m.
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new tuberculosis and other ailments that per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
heave Santa F at 8:R6 p. m. to cod State form, for sa'e by the Ner.j cause excessive
Take Hall's Family Pills for
hemorrhages, was
Beet with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 Mexican
made by physicians at Bellevue hos- Printing Company.

nuunte'n

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

lf

food and climate, and gave more medicine.
The rash got no better, and it used to itch
and burn at night so bad that the child could
not sleep. He was completely covered with
it at different times. It was at this time that
my mother advised us to try Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. After using Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment for about nine months
the places disappeared. There are not any
scars, or other kind of disfigurement, and
baby is completely cured by the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. We have had no further
trouble with baby's skin. Nothing stopped
the itching, and allowed baby to sleep but
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment."
(Signed) Mrs. Margaret Gunn, 29 Burrell St.,
Roxlniry, Boston, Mass., March 12, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
throughout the world. Send to Potter Drug
& Chem. Corp., Dept. 14A, Boston, for free
book on the skin.
sample of each with 32--

DULLNESS FOLLOWS
ACTIVITY ON STOCK MARKET.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, April 2. Dullness fol
lowed activity of the first hour on the
stock market today. By midday prac
tically all of an early rise was lost,
but before this Reading Union Pacific
and amalgamated copper had established new records for the movement.
Later amalgamated copper and United
States steel began to feel the weight
of steady pressure, much of which
probably originated with the short interest. That element became more
aggressive on the theory that recent
events justified a reaction, particularly in the metal stocks. An additional
incentive for selling United States
steel was found in the trade reports of
the last few days, which point to a
shrinkage of operations for the current month. Of the railway issues, Illinois Central was weakest with a decline of three points.
Bonds were steady. Selling stopped
when prices of the important stocks
had reached an average level of half
a point under yesterday's close. Little recovery followed although there
was a renewal of the bidding up of
special stocks for general effect. American smelting also rose briskly and a
few low priced, specialties developed
strength. The market closed heavy.
Lowest prices of the day were scored
in the last hour when United States
steel, Union Pacific, Reading and other issues displayed marked weakness.

RIGS.

long.

Consideration,

j

Phone

If Its

14.
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Hardware We Have

Phone

14

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. ..Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.
Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M.JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

m'tSSo?.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

$140.

Plants and Flowers

A Recipe for Molasses Cake

(By Mr: Sara Tyton Rom)
Those who are fond of a moist, flav-o- ry
cake will find this recipe well worth
frying; this cake is a favorite with the
children:
One cup New Orleans molasses, two
scant tablespoons Cottolene, melted, one
cup boiling water, one teaspoon soda
or saleratus, three cups flour, one tablespoon ginger.
Dissolve the soda or saleratus in a
tablespoon of boiling water, and add it
to the molasses; then add the melted
Cottolene, boiling water, ginger and
flour.
Beat until smooth and bake in a
moderate oven about thirty minutes.
Note the use of Cottolene the perfect shortening by this famous cooking

AT THE

Clarendon Garden
Flower Stand

?

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

expert

For Hire at Popular Prices

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

Buggies and Saddle HorsesTHEODORE C0RRICK,

-

)!

Prop'r

Phone Black 132.

Vl

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.

JULIUS MURALTER

U

If
V

PAINTING

fr

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Warranty Deed Recorded A warranty deed was recorded this morning from Jose M. Quintana to Jose A.
Gonzales, transfering a strip of land
in San Iloefonso eighty-thre- e
yards

J. R. CREATH,

SIGN

WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BEST GARDEN TOOLS
AND HARDWARE MADE.
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
GOOD
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.

Por-tale-

THE STAR BARN
LIVERY

A
nasty scars on his face.
"When we reached
we
took
baby to another doctor,
England
who said his condition was due to change of

The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' 'Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

SlclV&rmcke
a

"Elastic" Bookcase

Y

and Desk combined.

m

many Book Units as desired.

I

desk and bookcase ever made,

A Desk Unit with few or

bili ties.

Ci U, write of phont

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring- in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
V

101

1

NEW MEXICAN PidJSTING 00.
Local Agents for

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Qoeds Called for and Delivered.

.'
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WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at all Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5. CO
French Noodle Order fOc a alsa.
Maw York Chop Sue? BOft

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
way. Good covered-- hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Knbudo
Station.
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CHARGE

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature In Its
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon It, and she Is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy Is so truly a
ailments.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use It. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the Inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met.
Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she Is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
pre-nat-

not let this
opportunityfor
Do

true economy
pass you by.
XT EVER

BEFORE have
we been so abso
utely determined to gain
your patronage, and never
before have used so much
painstaking thought in Friend Is sold at
stores.
the selection from large drug
SV'rite for our free

11

ines of SPRING AND
SUMMER SUITINGS.
-

book for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR

CO., Adnata, Co.

BROOKES BELIEVES
INTERVENTION INEVITABLE.
But Thus Far New Mexico National
Guard Has Received no Orders
From Washington.

fillip

rwST

I If
'

;

if.

Why

buy a

"hand-me-down-

suit

"

made in New York sweat shops six
months before the latest style plates

are published, when you can get a
suit made to your special order and
shape in our store right here. Bring
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00
suit and

FOR

we will

duplicate it

$25.00

Ask what kind

of tailors we are of

those who have already patronized
us, and then be sure you will get
something nobby for your money.

The report that the New Mexico
National Guard was being inspected
as a preliminary to service on the
Mexican border was denied today b
Brookes. When
Adjutant General
asked about the Associated Press report that the Colorado National Guard
was being held in readiness for service on the border he said:
"I have read various dispatches
within the last weeks of like import,
but do not thinK that direct orders or
of such orders
implied possibility
have eminated from the War Department. The inspection which has just
been finished is an annual one, but
coming just at this time it has caused
much comment.
"I have contended for some time
that intervention is coining and I feel
that it is looming up on the horizon
larger and larger."
Speaking of the annual joint encampment General Brookes said: "The
possibility of an encampment grows
smaller as the time approaches. General Potts informs me that the only
regulars available for work with the
militia of this state are at El Paso
and that if the situation does not
greatly improve they cannot be detached for any purpose."
Indicating a letter of recent date
from the war department General
Brookes continued: "By this letter
you see that men from the United
States army will not be detached for
the national rifle match, a contest is
quite an event in army circles and is
looked forward to and prepared
for
with greatest interest and care.
"The sending of arms into Mexico
from this government for use
of
Americans will place this country in
a position where only intervention is
possible in case of a clash. Undoubtedly, the Americans in Mexico City
will be more apt to resent insult or
injury if they have arms and this attitude of Americans will not have
a tendency to preserve the peace."
In conclusion, the General remarked
that the government indicated in its
communications and orders that it expected intervention and that the New
Mexico militia could do no less than
prepare for the coming crisis and
await the issue.
FORMER NEW MEXICO
PUBLISHER

S

IS DEAD.

Robert Forrester Hardy, former
owner of the New Mexico Stockgrower
and a Denver merchant, died at his
home at 1025 East Eighteenth avenue,
Denver, after a brief illness of Bright's
disease. He was 94 years old. Hary
went to Denver in 1895 from Las Vegas, N. M., and established the
Mercantile company at 1621
Wazee street. He was for several
years the owner of the official
magazine in New Mexico. He
became ill less than a week ago. He
was thought to have almost entirely
recovered Saturday and died after being seriously ill but a few minutes. He
is survived by his widow.

I

storck-grower-

s'

ALL WRONG.
The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.
Don't mistake the cause of back-achTo be cured you must know the
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
LADIES, do not forget that
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
Thomas M. Bacai, Cerrillost St.,
we will have our COMPLETE STOCK
S'anta Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
In Doan's Kidney
Pills is just as
)FJSPRING AND SUMMER
strong today as when I publicly
Come in and
display.
recommended them in 1S02. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
Here you get something
for three years and though I never
laid off from work, my back was so
different from the ordinary.
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on. a
recurrence of the complaint.
I at
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement"
For sale by all dealers. Price 5ft
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
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GRAND JURY

Federal Judge William H.
Pope Makes Noteworthy
Address
DUTIES

AREJVEIL

DEFINED

Honor and Distinction to Serve
at First Session of Federal
Court.
Federal Judge William It. Pope delivered tne following charge to the
grand jury yesterday:
Gentlemen of the Jury:
You have been chosen, empaneled
and sworn as the Grand Jury for the
first term of the United States District
Court for the District of New Mexico.
Upon this fact I desire to congratulate
you, first, as citizens, in that by reason of our now being a state of the
American Union it beeomes possible
to hold a session of United States
District Court for such state. Such
a step marks a beginning of our experience as a commonwealth, and to
you, gentlemen, is given the honor to
serve as the first Federal Grand Jury
I desire to
for such commonwealth.
congratulate you further, as individuals,
iion the fact that you have
been chosen to serve upon this Grand
Jury. To my mind no higher duty
conies to a citizen than a call to jury
duty. To sit as arbiters upon questions affecting the lire, liberty and
property of a fellow man is a lofty
To
responsibility.
discharge that
duty well is one of the highest of
earthly distinctions. Jury duty is indeed to be shunned by the unworthy,
for to such the jury box may mean
simply an opportunity for the gratification of private spite. But to the
man, regardful of the dignity
of the law and of the rights of the individual, a call to this box or to the
petit jury box is a summons for dot
which no good citizen will seek unnecessarily to evade. Communities too
often forget that the functions of the
jury in its particular line of duty are
as high as the courts, and the honor
which comes to you in the proper performance of (hot duty is as high as
can come to any man in the discharge
of any public duty be his sphere
of
duty even the highest executive or
judicial station. I trust that as we
enter upon our work as a state our citizens shall learn to regard more and
more jury duty not as a burden to be
evaded, but as an honor to be ceer-fulland proudly accepted.
With these preliminary remarks upon our new political conditions and upon which this call to jury duty confers upon you, it becomes now my
duty to outline to you some of your
powers, privileges and responsibilities
in this present public service.
As distinguished from the petit jury,
which determines issues of fact, you
gentlemen constitute the Grand Jury,
which determines, among other things,
whether a member of society shall pr
shall not be tried for crime before such
Petit Jury. To you on the one hand
is confined the protection of the community, in that upon you depends the
presentment for prosecution of offenses against Federal law; to you,
on the other hand, is given the protec,
tion of the good name of your
in that you are to constitute
a barrier between him and an unfounded or malicious prosecution. The
grand jury system, which is a most
ancient one, is in terms perpetuated
is
It
by our Federal Constitution.
provided by the Fifth Amendment
that in no courts or territory of the
United States shall any person be
held to answer for a capita! or otherwise infamous crime unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand
and emjury. You are summoned
paneled to comply with this constitutional guarantee.
You are summoned
from the body of the whole State of
New Mexico in order that by acquaintance with local conditions you
may be in position to inform your
fellow jurors of any violations of law
within your knowledge.
You are to investigate offenses
against the laws of the United States,
that is to say, the acts passed by Congress as distinguished from those
passed by our former Territorial
or our present State Legislature.
You are to investigate offenses
against the elective franchise and the
civil rights of citizens, offenses against
the operations of the Government, offenses against neutrality, offenses
against the currency and coinage, offenses against the postal service, offenses against foreign and inter-statcommerce, offenses against the laws
intended to administer the public domain, offenses against the bankruptcy
statutes, in short, offenses against any
and all Federal law.
It is not deemed necessary at this
time to point out in detail the provisions of these several statutes. These,
however, will be presented to you by
the United States Attorney in connection with any matters which may
become material at your present session.
In your deliberations it will be your
duty first to examine into cases of par
ties held by committing magistrates
to await your action. Where parties
are in custody their cases should so
far as practicable, be first disposal of,
to be followed by investigation
ct
those under bond to the grand jury.
It will be your duty next to examine
into cases not heretofore considered
by a committing
magistrate, but
which may come to your notice by
testimony of outside parties or upo i
the oath of one of your number, based
upon his personal knowledge. As to
high-minde-

y

fellow-citizens-

e

the latter I charge you that it is In
terms provided by law that if any member of the grand jury knows or has
reason to believe that an offense
nainst Federal law h.ts Ik c i committed within this jurisdiction, he in ist
declare the same to his fello.v jurors,
wh-must thereupoj investigate the

same.
The culmination of your investigation into any particular matter will be
the finding of a "true bill", otherwise
caticu an indictment, or m case you
fail to find a true bil! in cases held
for your consideration
by a commit- ting magistrate then you will report
"no bill." I charge you further that
you should find an iiidirinvnt when
all the evidence taken together is
such as in your judgment would, if unexplained or uncontradicted, warrant
a conviction by the trial jury.
You
ore not bound to hear evidence for
the defendant, but it is your duty to
to
weigh all the evidence submitted
you and when you have reason to believe that other evidence will explain
away the charge so th;it there is nothing for the petit jury to try, you
should order such evidence to be produced, and for that purpose may require the United States Attorney to
issue process for the witnesses.
Your foreman is authorized to administer the oath to any witness appearing before you, and in your invesevitigation you can receive only
dence its is given by witnesses pro
duced and sworn before you nr by legal documentary evidence. You can
receive none but legal evidence and
the best evidence in degree, that is
to say, to the exclusion of hearsay or
secondary evidence.
In your investigations you are entitled to free access, at
reasonable
times, to the prisons in which United
States prisoner are confined, and to
without charge of
the examination
the public records in the district.
charge you further that you are
at liberty at all reasonable times to
ask advice of the Court or of the
United States Attorney,
and when-- !
ever required by the Grand Jury, it is
the duty of the United S'ates Attorney
to attend you for the purpose of fra:n- ing indictments or of examining wit- nesses in your presence, but no Dis- trict Attorney,
.Marshal. Bailiff or
other person shall be permitted to be
present during the expressions of your
opinions or the giving of your votes
upon any matters before you. You
must keep secret what you or any one
of you may have said .or in what manner you or any one of you may have
voted on any matter before yon, and
any juror who shall, either during the
session of the Grand Jury or at any
time thereafter, violate this injunction
o? secrecy, shall be subject to punishment by the Court.
s

Health, Happiness
and Baby.
Plattsburjr,
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Oh, How I Relied I
What low?

of

days
stant torture what sleepless
nights of
terrible agony itch itch itch, constant itch, until it seemed that I must
tear off my very skin then
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
nerve-rackin-

g

con-

and healed!
The very first drops of D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema stopped that awful
itch Instantly: yes. the very moment
D.D.D. touclied the burning skin the torture ceased. A 25c bottle proves it.
D.D.D. has been known for years as
the only absolutely reliable eczema
remedy, for it washes away the disease
germs and leaves the skin as clear and
healthy as that of a child.
All other druguiets have D.D.D. Prescription go to them it you can't come
to us but don't accept some big profit
siihstitute.
But if you come to our store, we aro
80 certain of what P.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full size bottle on
this guarantee: If you do not find that
it takes away ttie itch AT ONCE, it
costs you not a cent.
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.

Miss.

"Lydia E.

BANK

OF SANTA FE

Her Dearest Hopes Realized

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Pink-ham-

IN NEW MEXICO.

's

Vegetable Compound has proved
very beneficial to n;e, for now I am well
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and our
home is happy.
" I was an invalid from nervous prostration, indigestion and female troubles.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchang-- and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
e

money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.

" I think

I suffered every pain a woman
before I began taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I
think it saved this baby's life, as I lost
my first one.
"My health has been very good ever
since, and I praise your medicine to all
my friends. "Mrs. Veuna Wilkes, R.
F. D. No. 1, Plattsburg, Miss.
The darkest days of husband and wife
are when they come to look forward to
a childless and lonely old age.
Many a wife has found herself incapable of motherhood owing to some de- rangement of the feminine system, often
curable by the proper remedies.
In many homes once childless there
are now children because of the fact
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound makes women normal, healthy
If yon want, special advice wrile to
T.ydJu K. I'iiikliam Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
he opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict eonlidene:'.
could
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How About That Fire Insurance? j
IS YOUR PROPERTY

FULLY PROTECTED

Think About It!

:

?

Then Act!

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

MARCH.

GENERAL AGENTS.

Greatest Range
j

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

NOT A DAY WITHOUT

in Temperature
Less
Than 30 Degrees Wind Aver- aged Less Than 9 Miles.

SANTA FE, N. M.

March was colder and wetter than
It. was also one of the
the average.
cloudiest, months on record in San'a
re. There were only three days with
100 per cent of sunshine.
On the othAND
er hand, there was not a day that did
vol have at least ten per cent of sunshine. The average for the month
was !jK per cent, which is higher than
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
in some of the sunniest months on the
fea cor.st, but for Santa Fe it is far
below the average.
There were 11 The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
days that had at least .01 of an inch
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
of precipitation, although the total
for the month was les.s than two Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DO RAN,
inches, or to be exact 1.S.1 inches, the
total snowfall being six inches. Since
Xew Year, the accumulated excess of
precipitation has been .09 of an inch;
WSIlltraMI5MaiMWSllWWiSillllllllllllllWBIIIIIIIIII
for March the excess was 1.12 inches.
There were five cloudy days; 10 partly cloudy days and seven clear days.
The greatest precipitation for any
consecutive hours was .65 of an inch.
The mean atmospheric pressure was
20.89; the highest nn.21 on March 2t;
the lowest 29.40 on March 1.'!. The
highest temperature was ."S degrees
on March 1K; the lowest 20 degrees
on March 22; the greatest daily range
was 20 degrees on March IS and the
.ASTER is
least range 0 degrees on March 1ft.
Since Ne" Year, there has been a deficiency in temperature of 0(! degrees.
The prevailing direction of the wind
up--g- et
was from the southwest with a total
movement of 6,481 miles; an average
new
hourly velocity of 8.7 miles and a
maximum of forty miles an hour from
the southwest on March 1". Five
thunderstorms were noted during the
month. The mean relative humidity
was r0 per cent, at 6 a. m. The mean
maximum temperature 47.0 degrees
and the mean minimum 27.S degrees.

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA
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Proprietor

EASTER

FOOTWEAR
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PAGE THREE

MRS. WILKES'

IX

1
charge you further that you cannot be questioned for anything you
may say or an" vote you may give in
the grand jury relative to a mat'.er legally pending before the jury, except
that should you testify falsely before
your fellow jurors you are, of course,
as any other witness, subject to prosecution for perjury.
I
charge you further that an indict-- ,
meat cannot be found without the concurrence of at least twelve (12) of
your number, and if such number do
not concur the charge must be dismissed from your consideration.
Wht.i
an indictment is found it is endorsed
:nu-;a true bill. Such endorsement
be signed by your foreman and the
names of the witness examined by you
must in all cases be inserted at the
foot of the indictment, or endorsed
thereon before it is presented to the
the
Court. Such presentation to
Court must be by your Foreman, in
your presence, in open court, there to
be filed by the Clerk and remain in
his office as a public record.
At the conclusion of these instruc-tions you will retire and inquire into
the matters cognizable by you. Your
Foreman has already been appointed,
Upon retiring you will appoint one cf
your number as Clerk, who will keep
minutes of your proceedings, but not
the votes or expressions of opinion of
the individual members on any matter pending before you.
In concluding these instructions
need hardly add, gentlemen, that in
the performance of this high public
duty you must ignore all questions of
personality of partisanship, of politics.
Let your sole inquiry be "Has there
been a violation of the law?" If you
find that there has been such present the violator by indictment even
though he be your warmest personal
friend. If, on the other hand, the evidence does not justify a belief of guilt,
let no fact that he may happen to be
upon terms of personal emnity with
either of you, cause you to deprive
him of tuat imperial consideration of
his case, which the law insures to
Only by this course of
every citi-econduct can your conclusions, when
announced, be in truth, no less than
in name, a "true bill." I trust and
believe that your attention to the public business will be such as to furnish
an example for those who will come
after you as grand jurors during the
history of New Mexico as a State.
You may retire.
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Spring Things to
wear.

SHOES

are a part of the outfit and not the least
important, and we are
ready to supply the
choicest and best.

M. D. Boardman, o?:! AV. Main St.,
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting account of his improved health through
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. After
giving a detailed account of his case,
he says, "I am almost 79 years old
and have spent hundreds of dollars
have
for medicines, but find that
received more benefit from Foley Kidney Pills, than from all other mediFurther particulars sent on
cines.
request.'' For sale by all druggists.

Whether it is Swagger
Short Vamp, Ties, Oxfords,

T

Pumps, Colonials, or Slippers
that please smart dressers or
the conservative man or woman. Styles that never wane

ALASKA DEM. CONVENTION
ELECT DELEGATES
Six Territorials Will Go to Baltimore
Unistructed and Unburdened
By Unite Rule.

WE HAVE THEM ALL

iBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Valdez. Alaska, April 2. The Alaska Democratic convention elected six
delegates yesterday to the national
convention at Baltimore, who will go
uninstructed and are not bound by the
unit rule. The delegation is pledged
A. J. Daly as national comto
mitteeman from Alaska.
The convention completed its work
last night with the selection of a ter- ritorial central committee. The split
in the party in Alaska that resulted
in the holding of a rump convention
which nominated Martin Harris of
Fairbanks for delegate to Congress in
opposition to Robert YV. Jennings of
Juneau, the nominee of the regulars,
was discussed at great length in an
"address to the people of Alaska " promulgated by the convention. The address refers to the opposition as "a
disorderly mob." It calls up the people of Alaska to support the candidacy of Mr. Jennings who, it says,
is in entire accord with the platform
adopted by the regular convention.
EDWARD TERRY, THE
ACTOR, IS DEAD.
Wire to New Mexican)
April 2. Edward
Terry,
the actor who has been suffering
some time with neuritis, died today at
Barnes, Surrey, age 6S years.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.

NEW MEXICO SHOULD BE
REPUBLICAN.
The Democratic House yesterday
passed the wool tariff bill which,
should it become law, will make hard
times still harder in New Mexico, and
will destroy the greatest industry of
the commonwealth. No wonder, that
Congressman Rucker of Colorado, although a Democrat, lilted his voice
He foretold
against this iniquity.
ruin for the Colorado sheep owners
and denounced as fallacious the arg'i-ment that the bill gives the American
he
sheep owner all the protection
needs and deserves. It seems strange
indeed, that there should be, a single
thinking man either in Colorado or
New Mexico who would knowingly
cast a ballot for the candidates of a
party that is bent on ruining the very
industries upon which the prosperity
of these two commonwealths is built,
for the Democratic program in ludes
not only destruction of the wool industry, but also of the beet sugar, the
lead and zinc mining, the cattle and
other industries that produce the raw
material that keep mills and factories
supplied.

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
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TradeMsrk.
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Man Has Some Diff-

Absent-Minde- d

AOATtainRelieffarFeTeriiihness,
ConHtipation,
Heatlarhe,

Ntomarh

HIS

GOT

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1912.

at the

Eggs for Hatching.

Book Store and
the Grocers'.
;

the little man

$1.50"' 13 Eggs

ELK'S THEATRE

y
walked
along the sidewalk he sudPEKIN DUCKS
denly stopped in front of a bookstore. MAMMOTH
HICKMAN KEY UNDER WATER.
It recalled to him the meaning of that
Ejrgs
The Greatest Dramatic Hit
piece of string on his finger, and with
Continuea irom Page One.
a brightened face he entered.
of the Century
11
"Just a minute," he said to the
ess. They were temporarily shelter clerk. "My wife wanted me to get
Clarence Bennett Co.'s Record Breaker
ed by residents of the High lands and a book for her a certain novel she's
A.
CHAS.
WHEELON,
the tents shipped by the state militia heard a good deal about. I must find
of the memorandum she gave me. She Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.
will arrive today. Organization
!
Entered as' Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
the commissary is giving much con- wrote the name on a slip of paper,
I
cern. Much of the food supply was and put It in my pocket."
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50
Daily, six tncntba, by mail
After considerable fumbling he prodestroyed in the rush of water and
Daily,, per week by carrier.;... ..25 Weekly, Bix rronths
1.00
there are not enough provisions on duced a small bit ot paper, and laying
.75
Daily ' per month, by carrier.
2.00
hand to last the refugees through the It on the counter, took out his spec.65 weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by taa'.l
tacles and adjusted them on his nose.
.50
week.
.7.00 Weekly. Per quarter
Oak or Maple Floor Laid,
Daily, per year, by mail
"Here's the name Cobb's Corna-tinThe west end of the levee went out
or Furniture Repaired,
Yes, that's it."
about 9:30 o'clock last night at aj
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
By EDWIN MILTON ROYLE
Mission Furniture Made
"I I'm afraid I don't know the
Doint where it was supposed to be!
to Order, Screen Doors or
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
strongest. Most of the inhabitants book sir," said the clerk apologetlcal- Windows, Glazing Done,
were in bed when the crash came. All ly, "but I'll look through the list of
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
Show
or any General House Reamong the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest
the workers and those whose homes new ones." And he ran his eye over
Two
the
on
the
wall.
I'm
list
"No,
sorry
were endangered reached the hills in
pairing, Tar and Gravel
-'
safety. At midnight, residents on the to say I can't find it here. You are
Roofing, see
Hickman sure of the name?"
shore opposite
Missouri
A Stirring American Drama in
"Yes, it's right here on this piece
the levee
A SOLOMON COME TO JUDGMENT. were warned to flee, as
Four Great Ac4s
of
paper."
goof
The suggestion is made of a com- there was in imminent danger
I'm
we
afraid
haven't
"Well,
got
out.
tion. Nature will see to it that the
NO COMPROMISE WITH VICE.
promise at the Republican National ing
it then."
Railroads Tied Up.
CARPENTER
There are good arguments for amlPlace is blotted out in due time like convention by which William H. Taft
"But but I don't dare to go home
souom ana uomorran, or mat goou would be renominated
Omaha, Neb., April 2. The washunanimously
for
nd
to my wife without it. I promised to Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
against men and women will shun it as
against prohibition;
theyfor the
and Theodore ing out again last night of the North- get it for her."
Seats on Rale at Fischer's Drug Store on
things that in themselves ifre not would a city where smallpox and nno0...lt presidenc.v
at
western
spoiled
culverts
Arlington
f
th
ALSO AGENT FOR THE
vi..nre.iiipnrv
Saturday, March 30th.
The clerk called to another in the
evil but through abuse become a men Asiatic
instead of being iTh tv,pnl.v
cholera,
ov ..vd i,v a Harvard! 'he plans of the I'nion Pacific to run
back
of
Burcfi
came
the
who
forward.
store,
Best
the
1
Awning,
we over laM
Awning Made
ace to the public, but there can be no stamped out, are tolerated and licens- man who writes as follows from
vru" To the other he
said: "Say, Bill, do
ed on the theory that it is useless t( fornia :
sequenny, tne union ratine win man you know of a book
argument that will Justify any comcalled Cornatine,
out these diseases as they are
the its trains west over its own tracks. by a fellow named Cobb?"
"Why don't they compromise
munity or any authority, to tolerate;
will start first. The
trains
The
limited
as
a
term
instead
of
third
and
matter,
"What's that?" he asked in suris running its Chicago- or crime. Even though there have
persident (which the American pec- - Burlington
prise.
IN MEXICO.
RIFLES
AMERICAN
uauis
JJenvr
should
been thirty murders in New Mexico
The old gentleman broke in:
pie will never stand for, and
The sending of 1,0 0 rifles and a he by any chance get the nomination, Pacific Junction, Plattsmouth; Lincoln, "Cobb's Cornatine.
thus far this year, that is not a reaHere, see for
down
is
A
stub
etc.
running
train
into the Democrats will surely win) offer
son that will justify the argument: large quantity of ammunition
yourself."
A
connections.
make
to
from Omaha
"I'm afraid
made a mistake,"
"Prohibition of murder cannot be Mexico, to be distributed by Ambassa- him a second term as
from Fremont says the loss in eaid the new you've
arrival with a twinkle.
enforced, therefore let us segregate dor Wilson to American residents, is a Really he hardly had a chance before special
Elkhor:i
the
county
along
City
Dodge
in
pothat
"Cobb's Cornatine is a new breakfast
It, regulate it, license it, as there al- step which indicates pretty clearly to show what lie could do
river will be $75,000.
food."
ways will be murder we might as well that the Government at Washington sition. An all round man should be
Measure.
Relief
House
Passes'
"Ah, now I see why the grocer
prescribe regulations under which it has had exact information as to the able to listen as well as talk; and
2
The
D.
C, April
Washington,
didn't understand me when I asked
is to be permitted, and thus derive character of the disturbances in our think what a discipline it would be for
committee
him for a package of Queed," remarkhim to have to listen for four years to House river and harbors
some revenue from those who mur-- ; neighbor republic,
of Repreflow of senatorial elo- favorably reported the bill
ed the customer in manifest relief.
ceaseless
the
der. Prohibition of murder does nntj
A Representative of one of' the Largest Human Hair Manuguch action taken ,n relation t0
Ransdell' of Louisiana, proG. Kaemmerling in Puck.
seem to uecrease me mmiotr n "un
quence, without the slightest chance sentative
facturers of New York City will place on sale
$530.-00of
fund
any other nation, would be inconceiv- - to
an
for
emergency
talk back. If he got real desperate viding
and conthe
for
strengthening
to
allowed
be
would
he
course
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of
kill
kill will
whether killing
ous intervention most Crtain t0 in.
struction of government levees along OLDEST TREE IS ON COS
'boil over' through the Outlook.
hib.ted or punished or not.
Ohio
and
rather than f( diminish the
"In the present line up of affairs. the Mississippi, Missouri
vice that has flames Qf disconterU.
There is a world-olIt
a Yale man for rivers wherever deemed necessary.
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to
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man
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was passed unanimously by the House.
In
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case
of
it
is
the
and Is More Than 2,000
as
Taft
making
Mexico,
however,
time
the
being,
other!
muritorthan war than nil the
Year Old.
!L
its! dear that the menace to American good in almost every particular, and
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have just arrived and
are now on display in a
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new patterns and prices.
These goods are bought direct from the importer at
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AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the useof BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and

JULIUS H. GERDES.
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YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work
Every Description. Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

H. C. YONTZ,
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digestive organs.
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Boss Patent Flour

Every child should have several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Qinghams and Percals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
All full
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed.
sizes from 2 to 14 years.

Reliable Jeweler

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Agent for the

HONEST PRICES

ROYAL TAILORS.

Spring Is With Us
We have the FASHIONABLE DRESSES
and COATS for the season. Come in and
look them over. An immense line of fine
EMBROIDERIES. Our GINGHAMS can-no- t
be beat anywhere.

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

DRY

'

GOODS

Vallev

Mass., April 2. Papers
placing the name of Champ Clark on
the Democratic Presidential primary
list today, were filed, but with no
list of delegates, although George Fred
Williams, a Clark
supporter, has
nominated himself as a candidate for
ione of the delegates at large.
Senator LaFoIlettes name was filed
in the Republican column also with-- I
out a list of delegates.
Full lists for delegates-at-largan.1
tor eacn i ongressiona district weie

WITHIN

CITY LIMITS and
on one of the best
residence streets. Good six
room house and other improvements.
City water in dwell-

THREE ACRE TRACT situated

ing. Land is at present in alfalfa. This will make an ideal
home for anyone, but is an EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
for the one who desires to raise chickens, keep a cow or two
or do truck gardening. Ask us, if interested, for terms.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

j

Thirty Apaches Before Grand Jury.
The federal grand Jury todav returned one indictment and twe no bills today. The court went in session with
Judge William H. Pope on the bench
and Harry Lee, clerk, in attendance.
A number of unimportant motions
were disposed of. The real work of
the session will not begin until the
petit juries meet on May 6. The
cases trom the different parts of the
state continue to come in, but as yet,
a docket for the term has not been
made. All day today the stairways
and halls of the Federal building have
been the camping place of about thir-tJicarilla Apaches, who have been
subpoenaed by the grand jury and are
now being examined. They watch the
methods of the white mens' court with
curious eyes, and each new process is
a cause of wonderment to them that
it noticeable in the play of their
beady black eyes. The Indians are under the charge of United States In.'

dian Agent P. R. Wadsworth of Dulce.
Names of Grand Jurors.
The following will constitute the
Federal grand jury of the present
term of the United States District
Court for the district of New Mexico
which began at the Federal building
this morning:
Raymundo Harrison, Anton Chico;
D J. Rankin, Albuquerque;
Ramon
Martinez, La Cueva; Francisco Sandoval, Rivera; W. W. Ogle, Roswell;
J D. Jordon, Rodeo; Macario Galle-goMora; H. P. Vigil, Las Vegas;
W. J. Morgan, Roosevelt; Pedro San- -

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

j
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,,.
fiied ,vith Taft-Rf,sc,v,,
leaders filed papers for delegates at
large and for every district.

FIRST WOMAN AERONAUT
CROSSES ENGLISH CHANNEL.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

The first woman
London, April
to cross the channel from England to
France as a passenger in an aeroplane made the trip today. She accompanied Gustave Hamel, the aviator, who left Hendon at 9:38, passed
over Dover at an altitude of 2,000 feet
at 10:50, and landed at Saint Ingle-verto the southeast of Cape Grisnez
at noon, without incident.
2.
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STRICTLY NEW
In

it we have a Full
Selection

of

the

J6IST RECEIVED,

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

Especially Low Prices
...ON...

Tailored Hats
and Flowers
FOR TWO WEEKS AT

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,!
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.

LAMP-I- TS

CO

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
(3

You

A CARLOAD

'

NO PROFIT ON THE

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of
pay for, by having it right where
are
It. It saves
vour
bill
2

GO.

Stable,

USE

JEWEL

g

at

119 San Francisco St.

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

variety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady wish-into secure both QUALITY AND COMFORT.

1
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Children's Wash

Pocket Book

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great

:

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, ReM89.

All Serge Dresses, Prices
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FOR THE MEN

Spring Wash Dresses and
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the Light?

on
you
and SAVRS THF, F.VES. Our display rooms are open for your
using
light
we
and
have
the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, andwe will sell them right. Get away from
inspection,
the idea thatthese lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum
light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

3
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The Perfect Lavative
For Elderly People
stom-yoiit-

Pancin
Cvnin
-
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Unique and Intricate Task
Completed by a Chicago

h

pJd

of

Lawyer

e0.

V. Hoffman. Askia X.
and w
Jordan, 706 "th St.,
Glenwood Springs. Colo., say they take

a

Most elderly people are troubled in
this way, with accompanying symp
toms of belching, drowsiness after eating, headaches and general lassitude.
Frequently there is difficulty of digesting even light food. Much mental
trouble ensues, as it is hard to find a
suitable remedy. First of all the ad
vice may be given that elderly people should not use salts, cathartic
pills or powders, waters or any of the
more violent purgatives. 'What they

TEN

DAYS

IN

THE

a

skepticism as to tne iosilility 't curing
We stale none but facts,
Consumption.
ami are sincere ill what we assert.
TubercuIf ourselves afflicted with
losis, we should tfo precisely what we
ask others to do take Kckman's AlteraThe reative promptly ami faithfully.
son we si ion Id do t his a ud warra ut we
tor
all
have
Consumptives to take
asking
it. is that we have the reports ot mauy
cures, one of which follows:
101!) Susquehanna
Ave., 1'hila., Pa.
For two years 1 was
"Gentlemen:
afflicted with hemorrhages of the luiifrs,
the number totaled
nearly one hundred.
another
Our family physician advised
climate, as to remain would probably he
fatal : however, I remained and in February of V.hxs, I was taken with a severe
attack of pneumonia. When. I recovered
sutticiently to walk about the house 1 was
with a frightful hacking eouh,
left
which no medicine I had taken could
I was ajrain advised to go to
alleviate.
It was at
another part ot" the ''otnttrv.
that I learned of
this time, March.
In a short time my
Kckman's Alterative.
cwir'h was j:oue and I was pronounced
well" or 'cured.' Since that time I have
had two sliiilil at larks of pneumonia
and 1 have resorted to no other medicine
to effect a cure.
"I am at present in excellent health and
feel that as loni; as I can obtain Kckman's Alterative. I have tio fear of
I cannot speak too highly for
the Kood it, has done."
IHiWAlin L. KLOTZ.
(Signed,
Kckman's Alterative is effective iu Hron- hit is. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
Lunjr Troubles, and in upbuilding the
ztfin. I)oes not contain poisons, opiates
dnius. Ask for booklet
or
ff cured rases ami write to Kckniau
Laboratory. Philadelphia, Pa., for nmre evidence. For sale by all leading druggists and

t)!e like Mr. S.
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properties that strengthen the
ach, liver and bowels, is Dr. Caldwell';

Age has its attractions no less than
in a more serene and quieter
life
But it is this very life of reBt
without sufficient exercise that brings.
w,u. it uiufic uisoi
l"aL a"SK."u'"
inactivity, t met ottnese are a cnron- -
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EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
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Rivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
letter from Rivesville, writes:
"For three years, I suffered with womanly troubles, and had pains in my
back and side.
I was nervous and
could not sleep at night.
The doctor could not help me. He
said I would have to be operated on before I could get better. I thought I
would try using Cardui.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am sure Cardui saved my life. I
will never be without Cardui in my
home. I recommend it to my friends."
For fifty years, Cardui has been relieving pain and distress caused by womanly trouble. It will surely help yon.
It goes to the spot reaches the
trouble relieves the symptoms, and
drives away the cause.
If you suffer from any symptoms of
womanly trouble, take Cardui.
Your druggist sells and recommends
It. Get a bottle from him today.
In a

BETWEEN1WARM0REDTRAINS

Formidable and Peculiar Procession From Corinto to

Managua

r.

On board the
3. Cruiser Maryland,
Off Corinto Nicaragua,
April 2, 1912.
If former President of Nicaragua

N. B
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special
boon. "Home Treatment
Jnstntctioiis, and
for Wooien," seat in plain wrapper, on request.

old-tim- e

flammatory leaflets attacking the
United States Government
and Mr.
Knox and the Liberal papers in Managua waged a bitter campaign against
the visit up to the day preceding the
arrival of Mr. Knox, when most of
their editors were put in jail, where
they remained until the Secretary of
State had left the city. General
Espinosa, perhaps the biggest
man among the Liberals, now an exile

in Costa Rica, called upon the Secretary of State during the latter's stay
to
at San Jose and besought him
use his influence to prevent the persecution of Liberals by the Conservatives in Nicaragua. Of course, the Secretary of State could not meddle in
the affair, but he would have been better pleased if the Conservatives
had
used less strenuous means to protect
him from insult.
As a matter of fact, when the agitation was closely analyzed it appeared
that the feeling was less
and many
than
Liberals called upon the Secretary of
State in lanagua disavowed the inflammatory utterances and insisted
that their grievance was against the
Conservatives,
who, they declared,
had failed to fulfill their promises for
reform. Many denied that they wished Zelayai8m restored. It also seemed
anti Ameriplain that the
canism was confined chiefly to the
uninformed, who in their ignorance
of the real policy of the United States
had been easily made to believe that
the visit of the Secretary of State
was the forerunner of American occupation. This belief has been found
in other
among the less informed
countries visited.
The trains carrying the Knox party
from Corinto to Managua suggested
an armed invasion. First there was
a pilot train consisting of locomotive
and one car. The car carried fifty
soldiers and from the rear door a Colt
automatic gun with a capacity of two
hundred and fifty shots a minute wad
trained upon the special of five cars
immediately following. The position
of the "weapon aroused mixed feelings
among the country's guests, but fortunately a freight car, filled with musicians, and two coaches occupied by
escorts intervened beNicaraguan
tween the artillery and the Presidential coach set aside for the Knox family. Closely following "the special was
a third train of three cars carrying a
hundred soldiers and another machine
gun. At every station soldiers lined
the track on either side. All the
soldiers were fully armed and were in
light marching order. The cartridge
belts were fixed on the automatics
ready for instant use.
All this precaution was not as reassuring as it was intended to be, but as
the trip progressed and nothing unpleasant happened, the Americans became accustomed to the military display and rather enjoyed the ride of
ninety miles, though it occupied six
hours. The train passed through a
magnificent fertile country, where
neglected land can be purchcased for
six dollars gold an acre.
At Ameya, Chinamdega, Chichigal-pand Posoltega small groups gathered at the stations, waived their hats
and shouted "Saluate Chammora!"
This is the General Chammora' who
figured prominently in the revolution
and is now a candidate for the Presidency with a strong following among
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Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful
Experience that Might Have
Ended Seriously.

Helped to Make Visit of
Secretary of State Knox
More Pleasant

Zelaya is following the diplomatic trip
of Secretary Knox he may be interested to know that the author of the now
famous Knox note to Zelaya," which
finally broke the latter's power and
made him an exile, occupied in Managua the Presidential palace the first
tenant of that imposing example of
Moorish architecture since it was hurriedly vacated by the Liberal President. Madriz, Estrada and Dias during their brief tenures of the Presidency contented themselves with more
bumble quarters, but the palace was
restored to something like its
grandeur in honor of the American
guest.
More pleasant news for Zelaya will
be that he still has a. following in Nicaragua who did their best to make the
visit an occasion for
demonstrations. However, in
this
they failed utterly.
Mr. Knox found himself projected
into a bitter political fight or, more
properly, two fights. The Liberals,
who were shorn of power by the Estrada revolution, have never forgiven
the United States for the influence it
exerted at that time. Some in the
party flooded the country with in-

WILL
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j

no cheering here. In the front row
or. the station platform was Nonsalez,
author of a leaflet warning the Secretary that he might meet the fate that
Wilbefell the American
filibuster,
liam Walker, who was executed in
abo.it 1S55. At the same
Nicaragua
time there were no derisive cries nor
were any heard at any point throughout the trip to Managua anu return
or during the stay at the capital. Mem-- ;
bers of the party went freely about j
Managua in carriages and afoot suffering not the slightest discourtesy
and no inconvenience unless it were
that of the obligation of replying to
the incessant "Salute."
So much for the
The other political situation is
within the Conservative Government,
where three factions, happily united
in the welcome to Mr. Knox, are easily discovered.
These are headed respectively by President Diaz, President-Elect
General Luis Mena, the
Minister of War, and General Chim-mornephew of the Foreign Minister
and who is not in the Government,
but participated in the welcome to
11 r. Knox.
All three factions sought
to make political capital out of the visit, but to the credit of the Secretary
o' State be it said they seem to have
failed.
Following the success of the revolution and the retirement of Madriz, who
had succeeded President
the
Dawson convention with the United
States was adopted. This provided
for a provisional government headed
by Estrada pending the adoption of a
constitution and a popular election.
Estrada proved less of a statesman
than a soldier and soon retired, being
succeeded by Vice President Diaz.
General Mena, who is 'n absolute control of the Assembly, as well as having at his back the two thousand men
constituting the present army, anticipated the popular election and had the
assembly elect him President for a
r
term, beginning on January
four-yea-

1, 1913.

He holds the whip hand, and in

con-

versation on the train confidently
stated that he would be Inaugurated
on January 1. It is quite possible that
he will be, but Diaz has never relinquished his right to a chance at a popular election, and Chimmora is an active candidate. These two men do not
talk much, but their followers freely
declare that Mena violated the Dawson convention and that his election
by the Assembly was illegal. In this
situation there is presented the greatest danger of another revolution. The
Government
apparently is strong

enough to hold in check, for some
time at least, the Liberals who are
practically bankrupt, though there is
good reason to believe that in a fair
election they would have a good
chance to turn out the Conservatives;
but whether the Conservative House,
divided against itself, can stand is a
question.
The three men who claim to be the
leaders of and to speak for the Liberal party are Espinosa, now In Costa
Rica; Dr. Julian Irias and Jose Dolores Gomez. The latter was once the
strong arm of Zelaya and his foreign
secretary, and during Zelaya's rule
waxed wealthy. Falling out with Zelaya, he joined hands with Estrada,
only to be exiled by the latter when
the Revolutionists triumphed because
oi' his former
Liberal sympathies.
Gomez owned the most beautiful home
in Managua. The place is now leased
as the American legation and part of
Mr. Knox's party lodged there while
the Secretary was in Managua. Gomez is living in San Salvador with his
two sons, who were educated in the
United States, and five daughters,
who were educated in Europe. He
when
hopes to return to Nicaragua

the present administration is overturned, as he thinks it will be. Recently he issued a manifesto saying
that the Liberals were not inimical to
Mr. Knox or the United States of
America and would consent to entering the United States as a state or
agree to a Central American union.
Meantime he asks the Secretary to
the humbler classes.
The largest crowd was at Leon, the use his good offices to bring about a
ancient Spanish capital and the hot- popular and fair election in Nicaragua,
There was which he insists would result in the
bed of
repudiation of Dia- - and Mena. There
is no need for a loan from the United
Every Woman Slates, he thinks.
a
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to date. The Glooe Wiernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
but will pay for themselves in the
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Bryan Boru Dunne Writes
His Impression of San
Diego, California
GOOD ADVICE FOR NEW MEXICO

New State Should Have Creditable Exhibit at Big Fair
in 1915.
(By Brian B. Dunne.)
(Sppcial to the New Mexican.)
San Diego, California,
March 26.
Great interest is being manifested
here in the dispatches from Santa Fe
telling of the efforts being made in
that city by Colonel D. C. Collier to
have New Mexico well represented at
the San Diego Exposition in 1915.
While it does seem a long way off
this year 1915 still it is close
enough to make all San Diego's fifty
thousand inhabitants, including many
millionaires, hustle right now in preparation for the great event. The reason is plain: San Diego wishes to be
prepared months ahead and be sure
to open its exposition doors on schedule time. There is to be no year's
delay with this exposition as was the
case with the World's Fair at Chicago and the St. Louis Exposition.
When Colonel Collier was in Santa

the buildings, tor the carpenters will
have finished their work by January
1. 1914, and turn over the
grounds to
the gardeners and the landscape architects who will put on the "fine
touches."
Mission in Style.
A feature of the exposition which
ought to delight the heart of every
Santa Fean and in fact of every
citizen of New Mexico, the land of
Spanish romance and heroism, is the
fact that all architecture and ensem- bles of architecture and landscape at
the San Diego Exposition is to be of
j the Mission
style. The Exposition is
to be a mission city in white cement
construction throughout set in a California landscape, and is not'that the
most beautiful thai can be devised?
Ten Million Dollars.
it is esmnaicti mat me nxposn ion
will handle ten :niliion dollars before
the gates are thrown open and already
a quarter of that huge sum is in the
treasury. The board of directors who
are backing Colonel Collier in the
project are men of great wealth controlling an aggregate sum of sixty nnl-- :
lion dollars.
There is every indication right here
today that San Diego is going to put
up an exposition which will draw the,
thousands and hundreds of thousands
and draw them twelve months in the
year nineteen h.indred and fifteen.
The fact that the exposition will be
kept open all the year is a tribute to
the mild climate of this part of California.
Let New Mexico Aid.
It is but natural that New Mexico
the new state which has figured in
the past three centuries so conspicuously in the history of the southwest.
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at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1
Masonic Hall, louth side of Plaaa.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons ar cor
dially invited to attend.
Closing Quotations.
S. G. CiiRTWRIGHT, 32.
2.
Call
money
New York, April
Venerable Master
Sil2
H;
Prime paper 4
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 3J
ver 58
Mexican dollars 47; Cop
secretary.
per l.i.SOff 15.75; Tin 43(fJ4:!.25; Lead
4.30ft 4.40; Amalgamated 82
Sug- B. P. O. E.
Great!
Atchison 108
ar 129
Santa Fe Lodge No
New York Central1
Northern II
460, B. P. O. E. hold!
Reading
113; Northern Pacific 122
it regular session oi
ICS
Pacific 1141-8- ;
Southern
the second and fourtl
Steel 68
Union Pacific 1713-8- ;
of eaci
Wednesday
Steel, pfd. 112
month. Visiting hrotb
Lead and Spelter.
er are invitou aur
St. Louis. Mo.. Lead firm, $4.22
welcome.
(Q 4.25; spelter firm 6.00.
CARL A. BISHOP.
St. Louis.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler
St. Louis, Mo., April 2. Wool,
Secretary.
mediwestern
steady; territory and
ums, 16fjl8c; fine mediums, 15(5 17c;
F. W. FARMER
fine, lUffi 15c.
Homester.d No.
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e
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DIEGO

Fe last winter he said many fine ir-- to be represented at the San Diego
things about San Diego. Coming Exposition. Those who love
from a man who is president of the
hope that the new state will
San Diego Exposition and one of the not only be represented but WEL.L
largest real estate owners in San represented, displaying to the world
Diego, a person might think that tho some of the reasons why it is the land
worthy Colonel was prejudiced. Bit.
a few day's sojourn here shows that
the beauties of San Diego have not
been described as yet by the Colonel.
They really beggar description.
Wonderful Climate,
In no other part of the civilized
world, perhaps is there such a climate as that of San Diego, varying
scarcely more than eight or ten degrees the year around, with the exception perhaps of one or two days
each summer. So the people here tell
me people who have resided all over
the world before finally locating in
this city. Certain it is that all through
this month the people here are dressed
in their summer togs and many live
in tents without any heat other than

of romance, and of "history and
of
opportunity.
It will be a splendid advertisement
for New Mexico and will show the entire world that as Miss Agnes Laut so
well wrote, one does not have to go
to Egypt to see the ancient and the
wonderful as long as New Mexico is
on the map.
Mayor James C. Dahlman, Omaha,
the "Cow Boy
Nebr., often called
Mayor" writes of the benefit he derived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." For sale by all drug-

gists.

2379.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Th"
Firemam'a
Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson
Cor. ijec. Fred F
Alaria.

day,

j

Santa Fe

C a m j
W. A.
tfieets second Tue
Market
20,000.
Sheep Receipts,
day each month, o
clal meeting tUr
steady. Native, $4.40(f C.30; western,
at Fire$5.757.00;
$.450ft6.50; yearlings,
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit
lambs, native, $5.C5(g 7.75; western,
ing neighbors welcome.
$6.25S.25.
A, G. WHITTIEE, Criiiul
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., April 2. Cattle-Rece- ipts, CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
600 including 200 southerns.
Santa Fe Camp No
Market steady to 10c higher. Native
6673, R. N. A. meets
southern
steers,
steers, $G.008.4O;
first Tuesday of each
$.".007.25; southern cows and heifmonth; social meeting
ers, $;i.505.50; native cows and heifthird Tuesday at Fireers', $3.25!fi7.00; stockers and feeders
man's Hall. Visiting
(ft
$4.75 0.75; bulls, $4.25 5.65; calves,
neighbors welcome.
$5.008.25; western steers, $5.25
NETTIE VICKROY,
7.90; western cows, $3.505.75.
Oracle.
Market
7,000.
Sheep Receipts,
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
Colorado ewes, $5.90;
10c higher.
lambs, $6.75
Muttons, $4.0()6.25;
UNION OF AMERICA.
8.00; fed wethers and yearlings, $5.00 FRATERNAL
nrtiro Vn r,9Q
Hnllio its
6.75; fed ewes, $X005.90.
on lire in at
Cotton.
v"vw reBUiar meeting
Thursday of each month at
New York, N. Y., April 2. Cotton
Fireman s nan at caua. m.
MidJTgf
closed
quiet, unchanged.
spot,
are invited and welbrothers
dling uplands, 10:95; middling gulf, Visiting
come.
11:20. Sales 225 bales.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID
GONZALES,
H. McGowan, 121S W. 2nd St., LitSecretary.
tle Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
severe pains across my back and the
ODD FELLOWS,
kidney action was irregular and very
Santa Fe Lodge
After taking Foley Kidnev
painful.
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Pills for a few days the pain left my
meets
regularly
back and the kidneys became normal.
at S o'clock
I can gladly recommend Foley Kidney every Thursday evening
Hall. Visiting broth- Pills for I know they helped me. in Odd Fellows
'
welcome.
ers
always
For sale by all druggists.
.p.J.Mt,
.lUi l.mi,
lUUgil,
bulk of sales, $7.S5S.OO.

1S514,
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Plays

Clarence Bennet's splendid production of "The Squaw Man," with a powerful cast and special scenery will be
seen tonight at the Elks' Theatre. The
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION.
following notice from a well known
daily newspaper of recent date speaks
for itself: "The Squaw Man" produced at the Lyric Theatre last night
that furnished by the sun during the ARIZONA MEXICANS
PROTEST TO GOVERNOR. by the Clarence Bennett Producing
day.
Here is the home of the palm and
Company of New York, was a very inFor the
its broad green leaves give a tropical ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) teresting entertainment.
air to the place without threatening
Ray, Ariz. April 2. Two thousand most part the story of the play is
terrific heat 'n the summer months.
Mexicans attended a mass meeting
To the west is the ocean, the Pacific
last night to protest against the
here
ocean discovered by Balboa and it is
bill pending in the Arizona legislature
in Balboa park that the exposition
that would exclude
speakwill be held. Hundreds of workmen
workmen from engaging in underare already in he park, grading and ing
ground labor in this stte.. The majorstarting work on the buildings. Al- ity of the Mexicans were born in Ariwide
the
at
building
ready the great
zona and they denounced the proposed
entrance tells that the offices of the
treasure as being contrary to the proofficials are ready. Into these offices
visions under which Mexico ceded
the officials will move their desks this
section of country to the UniteJ.
of
work
the great this
week and direct the
States.
They sent a petition for mod
affair from the very grounds where it
eration in the measure to Governor
is to be held.
Hunt and the legislature.
And why all this rush for an exposition to be opened three years hence?
Because San Diego wishes to make
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPMD
it the most beautiful and positively
the most original ever held in the
world. Millions of plants are being
A clear white liquid for cleansing
propagated now in the huge nursery purifying and healing skin and scalp
in the park which covers fourteen diseases.
hundred acres, and these plants will
Stops itching or burning Instantly;
afford a tropical grandeur which will cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
delight the eye especially of the person who has not seen much vegeta- the disease begins to disappear.
tion. Palms, ferns, vines, and flowPrice $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fich
ering plants will be seen, all around er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
h
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Players
pretty well known indeed the title
itself supplies the clew to the story.
Every member of the company are
real artists and the scenery is beautiful.
Altogether the performance
last night was a good one. The play
is great. It produces the western atmosphere better than any play we
know of and we question if anybody
left the theatre last night dissatisfied.
The Lyric theatre was packed and
"The Squaw Man" should draw a capacity house.

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing,
Could ship on approv al and trial,
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
j

j
j

J

TYPEWRf TEES,
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Ribbons and sup-- j
platens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
ai"J rented. Standard make,s handled.
All repair work and typewrite
guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 231.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.
12, 1911.

Republication
(013791.)
j

jiil

r"-- !

:

Oliver

i

t.Ot
7.55;

BUILDING, SAN

Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- jing all modern conveniences, including
j electric
light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

MARKET REPORT

Chicago.
Chicago, April 2. Cattle Receipts,
to strong.
11,501).
Market
steady
Beeves, $5.258.70; Texas steers,
$1.5055.85; western steers, $5.25(?i!
feeders, $4.:i0r
('..75; stockers and
6.60;
S.fiO; cows and heifers, $2.50
calves, $0,0018.75.
Market
Hogs Receipts, 115,000.
strong to shade higher. Light, $7.C0'
S.00;
$7.70'.(i
$7.70(r?8.00;
mixed,

EXPOSITION.

i

1

j

AND CALIFORNIA

Bay saddle horse, just been
weight about, sr.o poinds,
Finder return to Palace hotel. Reward.
LOST

olipiK d,

j

j

ADMINISTRATION

j tiKinv iiAiic on haul neacs. cum
dandruff. St op falling hair. Samples.
Helen, N. M.
Vienna, Box No.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891.,
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1893, (27 Stats., 470). in support of
his claim
serial 013791, for
1303,
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 23,
of T. 21 N R. 1 Y., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before RegS. land office,
Santa Fe. N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the
following, to prove his actual, continuous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty yars, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person desiring to protest the
allowance of said proof, or who knows
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will h) given an opportunity at the
time and
the witnesses
place to
of said claimant, ; nd to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by claim-

ister or Receiver at u.

j

abov-mentioiie-

cross-examin- e

ant:

And especial notice is hereby given
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 of his
claim 3253, 013791, containing
.47
acres, that he will be given an oppor-unit- y
at the
time
and place to protest or offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant in final proof.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione- d

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
J. N. Pecos Forest 0S974.
Department of the Interior,
V, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
March 13, 191i.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
on March 4, 1907, made homestead entry No. 10785 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
Sec. 34, S
SE
Section 27,
township 16N., range 13E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intenr
tion to make final
proof, to
establish claim to the land above
before the register and receiver, United States land office, at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 20th
da" of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, Andres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
C.

five-yea-

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially made
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well hound with leather back
and cornersfl, with canvass sides.
Full index in front and a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 1
These books are made up in civil and
criminal
dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal.
Livil or criminal $2.75 each. Combined civil and criminal $4.00. For
$.50 additional these books will be
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
must accompnay order. State plainly
whether English or Spanish is wanted.
6

l-- 2

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horso power and one 2S
horse power Leffel Engine, Srst clas
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam,
upon by1
pas?
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If inte'vste:! address the New Meviciu Printing Company. Santa Fe, New Mexico
OFFICE C. Cl M.. Chronicle Bide. San Fran-CiscCal , April 1. 1012 Soa.eil proposals will
be received here until 11 a m. May l. 1912. for
furnishing torate and straw required at posts
in Western Division durinir fiscal year
July 1. 1912 Iuforniaron furnished on
application here r to Post Quartermasters,
and Quartermasters at Seattle. Wash., Portland. (e.. and Honolulu. H T., and bids may be
received by Post Quartermasters and Quartermaster. Honolulu. H IT. until It a. m , Pacific
time, Uiyi, Wis. t. von SUHBADEK, C.Q.M.
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Why is it necessary for a meat man
to be a musician?

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1912.

termilk. Creamery opens April 5th.
Five gallon can $1.00 or ten gallon can
$2.00, F. O. B. Santa Fe. Made in the
morning here on No. 10. Address Sunshine Creamery, Albuquerque.
Read the change of advertisement
WEATHER FORECAST.
Frank Andrews and then wonder
of
Denver,
Colo., April 2.
inside track of theru
New Mexico, tonight and Wed- - N why he has the
all. Because he has everything that
N nesday fair with rising temp- you want and his motto is prompt-Rid- e
erature.
in E. M. F. car and be sure to
get back.
Communication
crowded Out
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Hand painted
Easter cards and communication trom tne uood
was
zens' eaSue of Albuquerque
Folders at Goebel's.
The Ten Cent Store will soon open ciowaea out; louay Dut win ue puolished tomorrow.
5
at 239 West San Francisco St.
t.331 1
Phone Main 41, for brick ice cream
You cannot get nearer home cooking
So he can blow his own horn!
than what you get at the New State. for Easter. Don't forget that box of
FOR SALE Lawn roller at halt Johnston's candy. You can get it at
the Capital Pharmacy.
price. Inquire New Mexican.
I
Federal Building for Santa Fe The
Also eggs from fine Mammoth Pe- j
the new senators will
kin ducks, See advertisement on ' first matter that
take up on reaching Washington will
page four.
be the obtaining ,of a new federal
be,
Long Looked For stock of Pistachio
at Santa Fe. The cost of the
nits, and shelled hickory nuts, are buiding
now on hand. Thp CunUii! Pli:(rm;c.7 new str icture will be $400,000. Post- m-e-- at
!
Chop,
for master Burke B0W nas an ,tion on
High bred Orpington
eggs
lying Just west of the
hatching at Chas. A. Wheelon.
Mexican
tne
Duuuing anu
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric iew
chances are that the structure will be
Laundry brought into the office will built there.
we sell be redeemed at 10c doz.
A
Few Applications of our Pure
Royal Neighbors There will be no
CoId Cream will help smooth out the
sell
Neiirh-;
of
meetine
Rnval
the
regular
'"Mes and lines, Zook's Pharmacy,
bors of America tonight as it has been
no
House Cleaning Time is
sPrm9
postponed until next Thursday night.!
For All Skin Roughness use Zook's here and we wish the 'lublic to know
Benzoin Witch Hazel and Almond that we are Prepared to relieve you
!
Cream, a reliable remedy for chapped of the hard work a,,Q inconvenience
of washing your fine woolen blankets,
hands and cracked lips.
avajo ana inuian rugs, also cleanWANTED A copy of the proceed-- :
r
and seching .vour lace and
ings of the twenty-firs- t
meeting of the iinS
handled by a
Association of New Mexico, 190G. er c,lrtains- wWch
special process that enables us to re- Will pay one dollar.
em to you in a perfectly clean,
SALE-PFOR
ooi
and billiard hall
condition. Our work on
with six tables-p- ays
well. Must be ster',e
Phone 92.
fully guaranteed. Santa Fe
at once-P- rice
$1500. O. C. Wat-- . "'th'nS
La,indry Co'
son Co.
Th' Bi9 Stre of Nathan Salmon is
NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER
Our already large list of pleased pa- .J III. JUiusii. 1LU ecu ilUW
WILL PRESIDE AT ROCHESTER, trons gladly testify to onr ability to t,LiiC"
Easter clothes. Laby and
please you. A trial bundle will cou- - dies or
gentlemen can here find an
Chairman William Barnes, Jr., Will vince the most skeptical. The Santa
assortment that will be sure to please
Fe Electric Laundry.
Draft Republican Platform in
and they need not hesitate to stop in
REWARD for address or informaNew York.
and look over the stock for we aro
tion of MRS. ROSS McMILLAX, form- sure that we can please you.
erl-of
Santa
Antonito;
Colo.,
laterof
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lecture Last Evening The lecture
or
Address
"East"
Albuquerque.
New York, April 2. William Barnes iFe
last evening by Dr. George Currelly
11118
care
orace
Jr., of Albany, was today
at the Old Palace on the "Exodus of
Johnston's Candies are more in de- - the Hebrews" was well attended and
chairman of the newly elected Republicau state committee' which met heiv; nland than a11 others. Always fresh much enjoyed. Dr. Currelly, who is
P11'11
for organization as prescribed bv tiie;dl ule
roarinacj.
head of the Royal Museum at OtPassover Beginning last evening 'the
new primary law. The other officeisi
tawa,
Canada, has traveled much in
tlie Hebrews observed the festival of
also were
the Holy Land and other sections of
The committee ratified the selection' the Passover, one of the most ancient the near east and is a thorough marites in the Jewish church,
of .Nicholas Murray Butler as
ster of the Archaeological features of
One Thing at a Time that's the that land. He threw much new
orary chairman of the state conven-- i
lignt.
tion to be held at Rochester, April; rule at Zook's. That's why you get on the sup0Sed miraculous migration
9, and 10.
It was learned that Mr. good prescription service.
of the children of Israel illustrating
Butler would also be elected pernia-- j
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent njs remarks with views of the places
.
nent chairman. A resolution deelw-- ;
eiegauuy iurmsnea ana nav-- slJoken of in Biblical history. A more
ing that no candidate for public office ;inS all modern conveniences, includ-- ! compete outiine 0f njs lecture will be
electric light, steam heat and iven in tomorrow's issue
should be endorsed by the state corn-in- s
mittee was unanimously adopted.
oains, in tne first national aanu
Members of the committee
hear 1 building. Apply to F. M. Jones,
$95,314,711 FOR THE ARMY.
It is up to you if your meals are not
that Mr. Barnes would be elected
what
You
want.
havo not tried
you
chairman of the committee on resolu-- !
(Continued From Page One.)
state, u delivers tne gooas.,
tions at the state convention.
The uie
state chairman is said to be devoting! Try it.
valleys. Following conferences with
his attention to a platform which lie: P. O. Boxes Closed A very large secretary Stimson and General Bixbv,
number
of
office
the
boxes
have chief of engineers and several sena-th- e
post
hopes it is said, will be reflected in
drafting of a platform at the Chi-- ! been closed because the rent is over tors and congressmen from states
due. Postmaster E. C. Burke urges dering these two great streams, he
Republican convention.
those who have not received their sent a message to Congress urging the
New Mexican want aas always, mail to attend to the matter.
immediate appropriation of $500,000
Book your orders now for fresh but-tbe used in strengthening the levees
brings results

The Home of Quality Groceries
I

All

M.

'Phones

FHE DAILY

ROUND

UP.

Liti-Sach-

j

Connect Directly

i

With Ours!
93 -

THERE never was a

,

place and
never will there
To
buy a tender Steak or
and all

On Disagreeable Days and

Wash Days,
Simp!y Call Phone 4, And Lo!
And Behold! Your
Order of Quality Groceries
Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time!

j

PPrty

ourselves
WE onpride
what

We always
the best.
We spare
pains this
to
fact tell, and that tells
all the rest

j

'

oth-Ba-

MEATS,

Plaza Market Co.

FISH, POULTRY.

-

;

I

Our New Baker Makes the Best Bread Yet
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

i

Phone 4,

kota.

For Control of Express Companies.
Washington, D. C, April 2. The
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee today reported favorably a bill to amend the law giving
the Interstate Commerce Commission
auihority over express companies.
I revision would be made for rate
zones, the charges varying according to distance the package was carried from the point of origin. A close
working arrangement also would be
provided between the express companies and the rural free delivery system of the postoffice department.
The bill would govern the transportation of packages not exceeding eleven pounds in weight and with a valuation of $80 or less. No allowance
wou.'l be made for the expense
of
transfer from each company to
The rates would be fixed is
follows:
Between any two points !n
the United States more than two thousand miles, apart, ten cents; not
more than twelve hundred miles apart
seven cents; not more than eight hundred miles apart, five cents; not more
than six hundred miles apart, four
cents, and between points not more
than two hundred and fifty miles
apart, two cents per hundred. It is
provided, however, that no express
company shall be compelled to accept for transportation any package
af a charge less than ten cents.
Japs Busy Again.
Washington, D. C, April 2. The

,
j

Senate today adopted a resolution
presented by Senator Lodge, request
ing the President, if not incompatible
with public interest, to furnish
Senate all information bearing on reported Japanese activity at Magda-len- a
1'n--

Bay, Lower California.
Governor'of Hawaii to Be Investigated
Washington, D. C, April 2. Seere- tary Fisher of the Interior Depart
ment will go to Honolulu soon to in-

vestigate charges preferred against
Walter F. Frear, governor of Hawaii
by Delegate Kalanianole.
Democrats Favor Philippine Independence.
Washington, D. C, April 2. Resolutions looking to the neutralization of
the Philippine islands and providing
for ultimate independence, introduced
by Representative Jones, of Virginia,
were ordered favorably reported today by the House Committee on Insular Affairs. Democratic members of
the committee unanimously
favored
the two bills.
MAJORITY OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEE IS FOR TAFT.
(By special L,eased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, April 2. C. D.
Hilles, secretary to the President
today issued a statement declaring
that a majority of the Republican national committee, is aligned with President Taft.
THE UNION CENTRAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Assets, Dec. 31, 1911 . . .$S7.237,!23.37
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1911, 87,237,923.37
Surplus
3,057,892.1.3

ev-sol- d

'

Everything in Vegetables.

and trying to prevent further flood
damage. The President will use part
of the appropriation, if granted by
Congress in destroying a huge ice
gorge in the Missouri river between
Yankton and Vermillion, South Da-

Victor Base Ball
GOODS

'

v

'

S . SPITZ
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
. oil or c!ear.:n
longer than
any other pece of machinery but it need both occasion-all-

A

,

y.

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch,
Leave your watch with us

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

.e

,

j

VICTOR

Line of
NG

Santa Fe Hardware

bor-cag- o

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

and Supply

j

11

Co.

o

m

m

kt'.v

b
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COME1 COME! COME! COME ! COME !
We Are Ready

for Your Inspection

I

That eVCry woman must aPPear in a NEW SUIT or DRESS on
Easter Sunday is becoming more firmly established each year.
By that allow us to call your attention to our

II P
THF
Rf
I IlL IVUIL

a

mm

?

Line of Suits and Dresses

Up-to-da- te

We have purchased the very best that is in the market, and we are
showing a large assortment, the like of which has never been shown in any other
store in the history of Santa Fe.
WR WANT VnilP PPP5HNIAI ADDPAtfrSMrP IN HI ID CTHDR
so we may meet you face to face and s you may examine
UAKvitiNi ana judge tor yourself as to quality, style and price.
--

WE DON'T STATE PRICE
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

the

Tl T A

& Marx

Clothes

WA1

I

GOODS
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THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS

We Are

SALMON
.y.'..V.---

.
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